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We consider extremal black hole attractors [both Bogomol’nyi-Prasad-Sommerfield (BPS) and non-
BPS] for N ¼ 3 and N ¼ 5 supergravity in d ¼ 4 space-time dimensions. Attractors for matter-
coupled N ¼ 3 theory are similar to attractors in N ¼ 2 supergravity minimally coupled to Abelian
vector multiplets. On the other hand, N ¼ 5 attractors are similar to attractors in N ¼ 4 pure
supergravity, and in such theories only 1N -BPS nondegenerate solutions exist. All the above-mentioned
theories have a simple interpretation in the first order (fake supergravity) formalism. Furthermore, such
theories do not have a d ¼ 5 uplift. Finally we comment on the duality relations among the attractor
solutions ofN  2 supergravities sharing the same full bosonic sector.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The attractor mechanism [1–4] is an important dynami-
cal phenomenon in the theory of gravitational objects,
which naturally appears in modern theories of gravity,
such as supergravity, superstrings [5–8], or M theory
[9,10].
Even if such a phenomenon was originally shown to
occur for 12-Bogomol’nyi-Prasad-Sommerfield (BPS) ex-
tremal black holes (BHs) in N ¼ 2, d ¼ 4 ungauged
supergravity coupled to Abelian vector multiplets, it has
a more general validity, since it may take place also for
non-BPS extremal BHs, irrespectively, whether the under-
lying gravitational theory is endowed with local supersym-
metry or not [11–66] (for further developments, see also
e.g. [67–70]). Moreover, such a phenomenon also exists in
higher space-time dimensions for black p-branes coupled
to scalar fields, provided certain constraints are met.
In theories withN > 2 local supersymmetry, extremal
BH attractors with regular horizon geometry and nonvan-
ishing classical Bekenstein-Hawking entropy exhibit a new
feature, namely, the Hessian matrix of a suitably defined
effective BH potential VBH may present, in contrast with
the N ¼ 2 case, ‘‘flat’’ directions even for ( 1N -)BPS
configurations. This is, for instance, the case when the
scalar manifold is a locally symmetric space, as it holds
for allN > 2, d ¼ 4 supergravities. A general analysis of
extremal BH attractors in N ¼ 2 symmetric special
Ka¨hler geometry was performed in [25], and the related
moduli spaces were discovered and classified in [41]. For
N > 2 supergravities similar results were obtained in
[56,71]. In [38] it was further observed that flat directions
forN > 2 (both 1N -BPS and non-BPS) attractors, as well
as forN ¼ 2 non-BPS attractors, are closely related to the
fact that inN ¼ 2 ungauged supergravity the hypermul-
tiplets’ scalars do not participate in the attractor mecha-
nism. As a consequence, the moduli space of 1N -BPS
attractors inN > 2 supergravities results in being a qua-
ternionic manifold, spanned by the leftover would-be hy-
permultiplets’ scalar degrees of freedom in the
supersymmetry reduction of the original theory down to
N ¼ 2.
The corresponding orbits of electric and magnetic BH
charges, supporting the critical points of VBH which deter-
mine the attractor scalar configurations on the BH event
horizon, have also been classified in [25,56]. The non-
compactness of the stabilizer of such orbits (with the
only exception of N ¼ 2 BPS orbits) is responsible for
the existence of flat directions of the BH potential at its
corresponding critical points.
Most of the supergravities based on symmetric scalar
manifolds have the property that the classical BH entropy,
as given by the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy-area formula
[72], is given in terms of the square root of the absolute
value of a (n unique) invariant I4 of the relevant represen-
tation of the U-duality group. Such an invariant is quartic
in electric and magnetic BH charges:





I4, which is moduli-independent, can also be written in
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(moduli-dependent) central charge matrix and matter
charges, in a (unique) combination such that the overall
dependence on moduli drops out. However, a peculiar class
of d ¼ 4 supergravities exists such that the unique
U-duality invariant (and thus moduli-independent) combi-
nation of dressed charges turns out to be a perfect square of
a quadratic expression in the skew-eigenvalues of the
relevant central charge matrix. Namely, this holds for
pureN ¼ 4 [73] andN ¼ 5 [74] supergravity.
Furthermore, another class of d ¼ 4 theories exists, such
that the unique U-invariant I2 is quadratic in BH charges,
yielding:
SBH ¼ A4 ¼ VBHj@VBH¼0 ¼ jI2j: (1.2)
I2 is also given by a quadratic expression in terms of the
dressed charges. Such a class of theories is given byN ¼
2 supergravity minimally coupled to Abelian vector mul-
tiplets [75], and byN ¼ 3 supergravity coupled to matter
(Abelian vector) multiplets [76].
For both the peculiar class of theories admitting I4 as a
perfect square of the skew-eigenvalues of the central
charge matrix and the supergravities admitting I2, there
is a very simple alternative expression for the classical
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy in terms of a (square) effec-
tive horizon radius RH, which turns out to be moduli
independent, and dependent only on the set of magnetic
and electric BH charges, shortly indicated as ðp; qÞ. The
formula for the entropy of the extremal BH in these cases
reads:















 bð’1; p; qÞ

; (1.3)
where rH is the radius of the unique (event) horizon of the
extremal BH, a denotes the set of scalar charges asymp-
totically associated to the scalar field ’a, and Gab is the
covariant metric tensor of the scalar manifold (in the real
parametrization). Notice that the first line of Eq. (1.3) only
contains the definition of R2H itself, whereas the second line
of the very same equation expresses it through a moduli-
independent combination of moduli-dependent quantities,
holding only for the aforementioned d ¼ 4 supergravity
theories.
Actually, R2H can be expressed as a suitable integral in
terms of a (square) effective radius R, as follows:






R2ðr; ’1; p; qÞ  r2  12Gabð’1Það’1; p; qÞbð’1; p; qÞ
 r2; (1.5)
where r is the usual radial coordinate, and in the last
inequality the positive definiteness of Gab was exploited.
It is worth pointing out that the second line of Eqs. (1.3),
(1.4), and (1.5) are generalizations of the formulae holding
in the so-called Maxwell-Einstein-axion-dilaton system
(actually also in the nonextremal case, see e.g. [77,78];
see also the treatment, and, in particular, Eqs. (2.7), (2.8),
and (2.15), of [63]). Notice that in the first of Refs. [77] the
variable R is named physical radial coordinate (see e.g.
Eq. (72) therein). Clearly, as the second line of Eq. (1.3),
also the definition (1.7) of R2ðr; ’1; p; qÞ holds only for
the aforementioned d ¼ 4 supergravity theories.
Within the first order (fake supergravity) formalism [79],
recently used to describe non-BPS attractor flows of d ¼ 4
extremal BHs [35,40], the quantities appearing in the
second line of Eq. (1.3) can easily be expressed in terms
of a real ‘‘fake superpotential’’W ð’;p; qÞ as follows (see
Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) below, respectively):
rHð’1; p; qÞ ¼W ð’1; p; qÞ; (1.6)
að’1; p; qÞ ¼ 2Gabð’1Þð@bW Þð’1; p; qÞ: (1.7)
An explicit expression forW can be given for the super-
gravity theories mentioned above [40]. It is here worth
noticing that for 1N -BPS nondegenerate attractor flows,
simply W ð’; p; qÞ ¼ jZjð’;p; qÞ, where jZj is the big-
gest (absolute value of the) skew-eigenvalues of the central
charge matrix ZAB, saturating the BPS bound [80].
Equation (1.3) would seem to yield a moduli-dependent
expression for R2H, but, as we prove explicitly in the present
paper, for the class of d ¼ 4 ungauged supergravities under
consideration it just turns out that the dependence on
moduli drops out in the combination r2H  12Gabab,
when Eqs. (1.6) and (1.7) are taken into account.
Summarizing, such a phenomenon happens in the follow-
ing theories:
(i) N ¼ 2 supergravity minimally coupled to Abelian
vector multiplets [75], whose scalar manifold is
endowed with a symmetric special Ka¨hler geometry
with the completely symmetric rank-3 tensor Cijk ¼
0, and withU-invariant quadratic in BH charges. For
such a theory, in [63] Eq. (1.3) has been proved to
hold for both 12 -BPS and non-BPS (Z ¼ 0) attractor
flows;
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(ii) N ¼ 3 supergravity coupled to matter (Abelian
vector) multiplets [76], with U-invariant quadratic
in BH charges;
(iii) N ¼ 4 pure supergravity [73], with U-invariant
quartic in BH charges;
(iv) N ¼ 5 supergravity [74], with U-invariant quartic
in BH charges.
It is worth pointing out thatN ¼ 2 supergravity mini-
mally coupled to one Abelian vector multiplet, correspond-
ing to the ðUð1ÞÞ6 ! ðUð1ÞÞ2 gauge truncation ofN ¼ 4
pure supergravity, is nothing but the so-called Maxwell-
Einstein-axion-dilaton system, studied in [77,78] and re-
cently discussed in [71] and in [63], for which, as stated
above, the formula (1.3) indeed holds true (actually, with
suitable changes, also in the nonextremal case).
Furthermore, it is interesting to notice that all the above-
mentioned theories are all the N  2, d ¼ 4 supergrav-
ities based on symmetric scalar manifolds which do not
admit an uplift1 to d ¼ 5 space-time dimensions [81].
The present paper is organized as follows.
In Sec. II we briefly introduce the fundamentals of the
first order (fake supergravity) formalism for the nondegen-
erate attractor flows (both BPS and non-BPS) of extremal
BHs in d ¼ 4 space-time dimensions.
Then, Sec. III is devoted to a detailed study ofN ¼ 2,
d ¼ 4 supergravity minimally coupled to Abelian vector
multiplets. In Subsection III A the related attractor equa-
tions are explicitly solved, for both the classes of non-
degenerate critical points of VBH: the
1
2 -BPS one
(Subsubsection III A 1) and the non-BPS Z ¼ 0 one, this
latter with related moduli space (Subsubsection III A 2). By
exploiting the first order (fake supergravity) formalism, in
Subsections III B and III C the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner
(ADM) mass MADM [82], covariant scalar charges i,
and (square) effective horizon radius R2H are explicitly
computed, respectively, for 12 -BPS and non-BPS Z ¼ 0
attractor flows, proving that (the second line of) Eq. (1.3)
holds true. This latter result, already proved in [63], gen-
eralizes the findings of [77,78] (also holding in the non-
extremal case).
Section IV deals with N ¼ 3, d ¼ 4 supergravity
coupled to matter (Abelian vector) multiplets. In
Subsection IVA the related attractor equations are explic-
itly solved, for both the classes of nondegenerate critical
points of VBH: the
1
3 -BPS one (Subsubsection IVA1) and
the non-BPS ZAB ¼ 0 one (Subsubsection IVA2), both
with related moduli space. Once again, by using the first
order (fake supergravity) formalism, in Subsections IVB
and IVC the ADM mass MADM, covariant scalar charges
i, and (square) effective horizon radius R
2
H, respectively,
for 13 -BPS and non-BPS ZAB ¼ 0 attractor flows are ex-
plicitly computed, proving that (the second line of)
Eq. (1.3) holds true also for such a theory which, as the
minimally coupled N ¼ 2 supergravity, has a unique
U-invariant quadratic in BH charges.
Comments on the invariance properties of BH entropy in
minimally coupled N ¼ 2, as well as in matter coupled
N ¼ 3, ungauged d ¼ 4 supergravity are given in Sec. V.
Next, Sec. VI deals with N ¼ 5, d ¼ 4 supergravity,
which does not allow for matter coupling and whose field
content thus only consists of the gravity multiplet (pure
theory). In Subsection VIA the related attractor equations
are explicitly solved for the unique class of nondegenerate
critical points of VBH, namely, the
1
5 -BPS one. In
Subsubsection such a class is studied, along with the
related moduli space and Bekenstein-Hawking classical
BH entropy [72]. This latter is proportional to the unique
U-invariant I4 of N ¼ 5 supergravity, whose quartic
expression in terms of the BH charges is explicitly derived,
as well. Through the formal machinery presented in Sec. II,
in Subsection VIB the ADM massMADM, covariant scalar




5 -BPS attractor flow are explicitly given, proving that (the
second line of) Eq. (1.3) holds true also for such a theory.
This is somewhat surprising because, as mentioned above,
N ¼ 5 supergravity, in contrast to the minimally coupled
N ¼ 2 and matter coupled N ¼ 3 cases, has a unique
U-invariant quartic, rather than quadratic, in BH charges.
Then, in Sec. VII the extremal BH attractors inN ¼ 4,
d ¼ 4 pure supergravity are revisited. In Subsection VIIA
the resolution of the corresponding attractor equation [71]
is reviewed for the unique class of nondegenerate critical
points of VBH, namely, the
1
4 -BPS one. Its corresponding
Bekenstein-Hawking classical BH entropy [72] is given by
the unique U-invariant I4 of N ¼ 4 pure supergravity,
which is also reported. By using the formulae of Sec. II, in
Subsection VII B the ADM mass MADM, covariant axion-
dilaton charges, and (square) effective horizon radius R
2
H
for the 14 -BPS attractor flow are explicitly given, proving
that (the second line of) Eq. (1.3) holds true also for such a
theory. Also such a result is rather surprising, for the same
reason mentioned above: pure N ¼ 4 supergravity, as
N ¼ 5 theory and in contrast to the minimally coupled
N ¼ 2 and matter coupled N ¼ 3 cases, has a unique
U-invariant quartic, rather than quadratic, in BH charges.
However, as pointed out in the introduction, pureN ¼
4 andN ¼ 5 supergravities are peculiar theories, because
their unique (moduli-independent) U-duality invariant,
quartic in BH charges, when expressed as a (unique)
combination of dressed (moduli-dependent) charges, turns
out to be a perfect square of a quadratic expression in the
skew-eigenvalues Z1 and Z2 of the relevant central charge
matrix. Such a key feature is studied in Sec. VIII.
In Sec. IX we consider all ungauged N  2, d ¼ 4
supergravities sharing the same bosonic sector, and thus
1Throughout all the treatment of the present paper, by ‘‘uplift
to d ¼ 5’’ we mean the dimensional uplift to a d ¼ 5 Poincare´
supergravity theory, having the same massless degrees of free-
dom of the original d ¼ 4 supergravity.
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with the same number of fermion fields, but with different
supersymmetric completions. Besides the well-known case
of the duality between N ¼ 2 JH3 (matter coupled) and
N ¼ 6 (pure) supergravity (see [25] and references
therein), other two cases exist, namely:
(i) the duality exhibited byN ¼ 2 supergravity mini-
mally coupled to 3 Abelian vector multiplets, and
N ¼ 3 supergravity coupled to 1 matter (Abelian
vector) multiplet;
(ii) the duality betweenN ¼ 2 supergravity coupled to
6 Abelian vector multiplets, with scalar manifold
given by the symmetric reducible special Ka¨hler
manifold SUð1;1ÞUð1Þ  SOð2;6ÞSOð2ÞSOð6Þ , and N ¼ 4 super-
gravity coupled to 2 matter (Abelian vector)
multiplets.
It is here worth commenting that such dualities are
evidences against the conventional wisdom that bosonic
interacting theories have a unique supersymmetric exten-
sion. The sharing of the same bosonic backgrounds with
different supersymmetric completions implies its dual in-
terpretation with respect to the supersymmetry-preserving
properties. Consistently with (local) supersymmetry, the
number of fermion fields is the same in both theories, but
with different spin/field contents, simply related by the




Section X contains some comments, outlook, and direc-
tions for further developments.
Finally, the appendix concludes the paper. It presents
N ¼ 4, d ¼ 4 ungauged supergravity coupled to 1 matter
(Abelian vector) multiplet (upliftable to theN ¼ 4, d ¼ 5
pure theory) as a counterexample of a theory with unique
(moduli-independent) U-duality invariant quartic in BH
charges which, when expressed as a combination of
dressed (moduli-dependent) charges, does not turn out to
be a perfect square of a quadratic expression in the skew-
eigenvalues of the central charge matrix and in the matter
charge(s). As a consequence, the explicit expression of R2H
given by (the second line of) Eq. (1.3) does not hold for
such a theory, as well as for all other d ¼ 4 (ungauged)
supergravities not explicitly mentioned above and in the
treatment given below.
II. FAKE SUPERGRAVITY FORMALISM AND
EFFECTIVE HORIZON RADIUS FOR d ¼ 4
EXTREMAL BLACK HOLES
We recall some facts about the first order (fake super-
gravity) formalism [79] for static, spherically symmetric,
asymptotically flat dyonic extremal (i.e. with c ¼ 0) BHs
in d ¼ 4, introduced in [35,40] (see also [63]).
Let us start with the general formula for the (positive
definite) BH effective potential of d ¼ 4 supergravities:
VBH ¼ 12ZAB ZAB þ ZI ZI; (2.1)
where ZAB ¼ Z½AB (A, B ¼ 1; . . . ;N ) is the central
charge matrix, and ZI (I ¼ 1; . . . ; n) are the matter
charges, n 2 N being the number of matter multiplets (if
any) coupled to the gravity multiplet. Equivalently, in the
first order formalism (see Eq. (2.23) of [35]):
VBH ¼W 2 þ 4Gi jð@iW Þ @ jW
¼W 2 þ 4Gi jðriW Þ r jW ; (2.2)
where W is the moduli-dependent so-called first order
fake superpotential, and r denotes the relevant covariant
differential operator.
An alternative expression for VBH can be given as fol-
lows (see Eq. (5.7) of [22]):
VBH ¼ eG½1þGi jð@iGÞ @ jG ¼ eG½1þGi jðriGÞ r jG;
(2.3)
where now
W  eG=2: (2.4)
By recalling Eq. (65) of [63] and Eqs. (84) and (114) of
[63] (which in turn can be traced back to Eq. (29) of [40]),
in the same framework the covariant scalar charges and the
squared ADM mass [82] can, respectively, be written as
follows2:
i ¼ 2 lim
!0
riW ¼ 2 lim
!0
@iW ; (2.5)
M2ADM ¼ r2H ¼ lim
!0




where   ðrH  rÞ1. Then, one can introduce the
(square) effective horizon radius (recall the notation
Rþ;c¼0 ¼ R;c¼0  RH; see the treatment of [63]):








where ðp; qÞ denotes the set of magnetic and electric BH
charges, Aeff (simply named A in the introduction) is the
effective area of the BH (i.e. the area of the surface
pertaining to RH), SBH is the classical BH entropy, and
the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy-area formula [72] has
been used.
Whenever allowed by the symmetric nature of the scalar
manifold, R2H can thus be expressed in terms of a suitable
power of the (generally unique) invariant of the relevant
2Here and in all our analysis we assume all functions of
moduli to be sufficiently regular, in order to allow one to perform
smoothly the radial asymptotical (! 0) and near horizon
(! 1) limits.
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representation of the U-duality group G, determining the
symplectic embedding of the vector field strengths. In d ¼
4 SBH is homogeneous of degree two in ðp; qÞ, and only
two possibilities arise:





where I2 and I4 respectively denote U-invariants qua-
dratic and quartic in BH charges.
By exploiting the -monotonicity of W (which is in-
deed an example of C-function [17] for extremal BHs)
[40]:
dW ðzðÞ; zðÞ;p; qÞ
d
> 0; (2.9)
the following inequality (holding for c ¼ 0) can be ob-
tained [63]:
M2ADMðz1; z1; p; qÞ ¼ lim
!0
½VBH  4Gi jð@iW Þ @ jW 
¼ lim
!0
W 2  r2Hðz1; z1; p; qÞ




where the radius rH of the BH event horizon was intro-
duced. More concisely,
r2Hðz1; z1; p; qÞ  R2Hðp; qÞ; 8 ðz1; z1Þ 2M1;
(2.11)
holding in the whole asymptotical scalar manifoldM1.
In the minimally matter coupledN ¼ 2, d ¼ 4 super-
gravity based on the sequence of symmetric special Ka¨hler
manifolds (complex Grassmannians) SUð1;nÞSUðnÞUð1Þ [75] (see
also the treatment of [63]), as well as in N ¼ 3, pure
N ¼ 4, andN ¼ 5, d ¼ 4 supergravity, it is possible to
specialize further the inequality (2.11). Indeed, for such





¼ r2Hðz1; z1; p; qÞ Gi ji j
¼ r2Hðz1; z1; p; qÞ  4 lim
!0
Gi
jð@iW Þ @ jW ;
(2.12)
where in the last step Eq. (2.5) was used. Equation (2.12),
clearly yielding the inequality (2.11) by the presence of
nonvanishing scalar charges and the (strict) positive defi-
niteness of Gi j, is nothing but a many-moduli generaliza-
tion of the formula holding for the so-called (axion-)
dilaton extremal BH [77]. The crucial feature, expressed
by Eq. (2.12) and shared by the aforementioned super-
gravities, is the disappearance of the dependence on the
asymptotical moduli ðz1; z1Þ in the combination of quan-
tities r2H Gi ji j, which separately do depend on
moduli.3
As a generalization of the formula holding (also in the
nonextremal case) in the Maxwell-axion-dilaton super-
gravity (see e.g. [77,78], and also [63]), in [63]
Eq. (2.12) was proved to hold in the extremal case for the
whole sequence ofN ¼ 2, d ¼ 4 supergravity minimally
coupled to Abelian vector multiplets [75], in terms of the
(unique) invariant I2 of the U-duality group G ¼
SUð1; nÞ, which is quadratic in charges:
R2Hðp; qÞ ¼ r2Hðz1; z1; p; qÞ  4 lim
!0
Gi
jð@iW Þ @ jW
¼ jI2ðp; qÞj: (2.13)
We will report such results in Subsections III B and III C.
Then, by exploiting the first order formalism for d ¼ 4
extremal BHs outlined above, we will show that the same
happens for the following d ¼ 4 supergravities:
(i) N ¼ 3 (matter coupled) [76], as intuitively ex-
pected by the strict similarity with the so-called
minimally coupled N ¼ 2 theory
(Subsections IVB and IVC);
(ii) N ¼ 5 [74], with jI2j replaced by
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃjI4jp
(Subsection VIB);
(iii) pure N ¼ 4 [73], with jI2j replaced by
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃjI4jp
(Subsection VII B).
Let us here note that while N ¼ 5 theory cannot be
coupled to matter, in the case N ¼ 4 matter coupling is
allowed, but Eq. (2.12) holds only inN ¼ 4 pure super-
gravity. Having a (n unique) U-invariant I4 quartic in
charges, the aforementionedN ¼ 4 andN ¼ 5 theories
are pretty different from the minimally coupled N ¼ 2
andN ¼ 3, d ¼ 4 supergravity, as we will point out in the
treatment below.
3rHðz1; z1; p; qÞ is the radius of the BH event horizon, which
is the unique geometrical horizon for extremal BHs (in which
c ¼ 0, r ¼ rþ  rH; for a recent treatment, see e.g. [63]). It
depends on the dyonic BH charges p and q, but, in the
presence of nonvanishing scalar charges, also on the asymptot-
ical scalar fields ðz1; z1Þ.
In order to make contact with the attractor mechanism, and thus
to characterize rH as the fixed point of the scalar radial dynamics
(in the considered static, spherically symmetric, and asymptoti-
cally flat extremal BH background), one has to evaluate rH at the
peculiar geometrical locus in the (asymptotical) moduli space
defined by the (nondegenerate) criticality condition of VBH (i.e.
by @VBH ¼ 0, with VBHj@VBH¼0  0). Equation (2.5) yields that
iðzHðp; qÞ; zHðp; qÞ; p; qÞ ¼ 0 8 i;
where ðzHðp; qÞ; zHðp; qÞÞ are defined by
½@VBHðz; z; p; qÞðz;zÞ¼ðzH ðp;qÞ; zHðp;qÞÞ  0:
Thus, Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) [or Eq. (2.12)] consistently yield that
rHðzHðp; qÞ; zHðp; qÞ; p; qÞ ¼ RHðp; qÞ:
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It is here worth pointing out that in the nonextremal case
(i.e. c  0) the expression generalizing Eq. (2.12), namely
R2þðz1; z1; p; qÞ 
SBH;c0ðz1; z1; p; qÞ

 R2þðz1; z1; p; qÞ
¼ r2þðz1; z1; p; qÞ Gi ji j (2.14)
can be only guessed, but at present cannot be rigorously
proved. Indeed, for static, spherically symmetric, asymp-
totically flat dyonic nonextremal BHs a first order formal-
ism is currently unavailable, so there is no way to compute
the scalar charges (besides the direct integration of the
equations of motion of the scalars, as far as we know at
present feasible only for the (axion-) dilaton BH [77],
and—partially—for the stu model [54]).
III.N ¼ 2 MINIMALLY COUPLED
SUPERGRAVITY
We consider N ¼ 2, d ¼ 4 ungauged supergravity
minimally coupled (mc) [75] to nV Abelian vector multip-
lets, in the case in which the scalar manifold is given by the
sequence of homogeneous symmetric rank-1 special
Ka¨hler manifolds
MN¼2;mc;n ¼ GN¼2;mc;nHN¼2;mc;n ¼
SUð1; nÞ
SUðnÞ Uð1Þ ;
dimR ¼ 2n; n ¼ nV 2 N:
(3.1)
The 1þ n vector field strengths and their duals, as well as
their asymptotical fluxes, sit in the fundamental 1þ n
representation of the U-duality group GN¼2;mc;n ¼
SUð1; nÞ, in turn embedded in the symplectic group4
Spð2þ 2n;RÞ.
The general analysis of the attractor equations, BH
charge orbits, and attractor moduli spaces of such a theory
has been performed in [25,41].
By fixing the Ka¨hler gauge such that X0 ¼ 1 and in a
suitable system of local symplectic special coordinates, the
geometry ofMN¼2;mc;n is determined by the holomorphic
prepotential function:
F ðzÞ   i
2
½1 ðziÞ2: (3.2)
The Ka¨hler potential ofMN¼2;mc;n can be computed to
be ( ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; n throughout all the present section, and
jzj2  PnVi¼1 jzij2)
Kðz; zÞ ¼  log½ið XF  X FÞ ¼  log½2ð1 jzj2Þ;
(3.3)
yielding the metric constraint 1 jzj2 > 0, and the cova-
riant and contravariant metric tensors to be, respectively,
(Gi jðz; zÞGi kðz; zÞ ¼  kj):
Gi jðz; zÞ ¼
ð1 jzj2Þi j þ zizj
ð1 jzj2Þ2 ¼ 2e
Ki j þ 4e2K zizj;
(3.4)
Gi
jðz; zÞ ¼ ð1 jzj2Þði j  zi z jÞ ¼ 12eKði j  zi z jÞ:
(3.5)
From its very definition (see e.g. [83], and references
therein), the covariantly holomorphicN ¼ 2, d ¼ 4 cen-
tral charge function can be computed to be




1 jzj2p ½q0 þ ip0 þ ðqi  ipiÞzi; (3.6)
whereW is theN ¼ 2, d ¼ 4 superpotential [also named
holomorphic central charge function, with Ka¨hler weights
(2, 0)].
On the other hand, the so-called matter charges read




p ð1 jzj2Þ3=2 ½ðqi  ip
iÞð1 jzj2Þ
þ ðq0 þ ip0Þzi þ ðqj  ipjÞzj zi: (3.7)
Here, D denotes the Uð1Þ-Ka¨hler and HN¼2;mc;n-covariant
differential operator. Because of the global vanishing of the
Cijk-tensor of special Ka¨hler geometry, there are only two
(Uð1Þ-Ka¨hler) and HN¼2;mc;n invariants, namely,














jðDiZÞ D j Z
q
; (3.9)
both (homogeneous) of degree 1 in BH charges ðp; qÞ [in
particular, square roots of quantities quadratic in ðp; qÞ].
By a suitable rotation of UðnÞ, the vector Zi of matter







i1 ¼ 2i1: (3.10)
As recalled at the start of the next subsection, only ( 12)-
BPS and non-BPS (Z ¼ 0) attractor flows are nondegen-
erate (i.e. corresponding to large BHs, see below) [25], and
the corresponding (squared) first order fake superpotentials
are ([40]; recall Eq. (4.3) and (4.5), respectively)
4In all our analysis we consider the (semi)classical limit of
continuous (unquantized), large BH charges.
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W 2ðð1=2ÞÞBPS ¼ jZj2 ¼ 21 ¼
½q0 þ ip0 þ ðqi  ipiÞzi½q0  ip0 þ ðqj þ ipjÞz j
2ð1 jzj2Þ ; (3.11)
W 2non-BPSð;Z¼0Þ ¼ Gi jðDiZÞ D j Z ¼ 22
¼ 1
2ð1 jzj2Þ2 ð
i j  zi z jÞ  ½ðqi  ipiÞð1 jzj2Þ þ ðq0 þ ip0Þzi þ ðqr  iprÞzr zi
 ½ðqj þ ipjÞð1 jzj2Þ þ ðq0  ip0Þzj þ ðqn þ ipnÞz nzj; (3.12)
where use of Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) was made.
A. Attractor equations and their solutions
The BH effective potential can be written as
VBH ¼ jZj2 þGi jðDiZÞ D j Z ¼ 21 þ 22: (3.13)
The N ¼ 2, d ¼ 4 attractor equations in the case of
minimal coupling to Abelian vector multiplets are
nothing but the criticality conditions for such an
HN¼2;mc;n-invariant (and Ka¨hler-gauge-invariant) quan-
tity. Such criticality conditions are satisfied for two classes
of critical points:
(i) ( 12)-BPS:
DiZ ¼ 0 8 i ¼ 1; . . . ; n, 2 ¼ 0; Z  0;
(3.14)
(ii) nonsupersymmetric (non-BPS with Z ¼ 0):
DiZ  0 ðat least for some iÞ;
Z ¼ 0, 1 ¼ 0:
(3.15)
It is worth counting here the degrees of freedom related
to Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15). The 12 -BPS criticality conditions
(3.14) are n complex independent ones, thus all scalars are
stabilized by such conditions. On the other hand, there is
only one complex non-BPS Z ¼ 0 criticality condition
(3.15). This fact paves the way to the possibility to have
a moduli space of non-BPS Z ¼ 0 attractors, spanned by
the n 1 complex scalars unstabilized by Eq. (3.15); this
actually holds true [41], as it will be explicitly found below
for the first time (see Subsection III A 2).
1. 12 -BPS attractors
An algebraic, equivalent approach to the direct resolu-
tion of the n complex 12 -BPS criticality conditions (3.14) is
based on the resolution of the special Ka¨hler geometry
identities evaluated along the geometrical locus in
MN¼2;quadr;n defined by the constraints (3.14). By follow-
ing such an approach, the electric and magnetic BH
charges are constrained as follows [2]:

p ¼ ieK=2ð ZX  Z XÞ;
q ¼ ieK=2ð ZF  Z FÞ:
(3.16)
Summing such two sets of symplectic-covariant equations,
one gets
Xq  pF ¼ ieK=2Zð XF  X FÞ; (3.17)
in which the scalars zi and z
i and the central charge
function Z are understood to be evaluated at the BH
horizon. Then we can proceed to solve for the scalars,
stabilized at the BH horizon in terms of the BH charges;
by rewriting Eqs. (3.17) in components, one achieves the
following result:
ð;Þ ¼ ð0; 0Þ:q0 þ ip0 ¼ 2eK=2Z;
ð;Þ ¼ ð0; iÞ:qi  izip0 ¼ eK=2Zðzi þ ziÞ;
ð;Þ ¼ ði; 0Þ:ziq0 þ ipi ¼ eK=2Zðzi þ ziÞ;
ð;Þ ¼ ði; iÞ:ziðqi  ipiÞ ¼ 2eK=2Zjzj2:
(3.18)
The decoupling of such 2nV þ 2 real algebraic equations in
terms of the nV complex unknowns z
i [the two additional
real degrees of freedom residing in the homogeneity of
degree 1 of the system (3.18) in BH charges] allows for an
effortless resolution, yielding the following explicit ex-
pression of the n complex scalars determining the 12 -BPS




; 8 i ¼ 1; . . . ; n: (3.19)
Notice that all nV complex scalars z
i are stabilized in terms
of the BH charges, and thus, as is well known, no classical
moduli space for 12 -BPS attractors exists at all. By recalling
Eqs. (1.2) and (3.13), and plugging Eqs. (3.19) into





¼ VBHjBPS ¼ 21;BPS ¼ jZj2BPS
¼ I2 > 0; (3.20)
where I2 is the (unique) invariant of the fundamental/
antifundamental (1þ n, 1þ n) representation of the
U-duality group GN¼2;mc;n (not irreducible with respect
toGN¼2;mc;n itself), quadratic in BH charges [see Eq. (5.1)
below]:
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I 2 ¼ 12½q20  q2i þ ðp0Þ2  ðpiÞ2 ¼ 12ðq2 þ p2Þ; (3.21)
where q2  qq and p2  pp,  ¼ 
being the (1þ n)-dim. Lorentzian metric with signature
ðþ;; . . . ;Þ (see the discussion in Sec. V). In terms of
the dressed charges Z and DiZ, the (only apparently
moduli-dependent) expression of I2 reads (see e.g. [25]):
I 2 ¼ jZj2 Gi jðDiZÞ D j Z ¼ 21  22: (3.22)
It can be explicitly checked that ziBPS given by Eqs. (3.19)
satisfy the metric constraint 1 jzij2 > 0 [yielded by
Eq. (3.3)].
It is well known that 12 -BPS critical points of VBH are
stable, at least as far as the metric Gi j of the special Ka¨hler
scalar manifold is positive definite (at such points); indeed,
the 2nV  2nV (covariant) Hessian matrixH VBHBPS of VBH at
its 12 -BPS critical points has rank 2nV , and it reads [4]:
H VBHBPS ¼ 2jZj2BPS 0 Gi jG ji 0
 
BPS
¼ ½q20  q2k þ ðp0Þ2  ðpkÞ2 
0 eKBPSi j þ e2KBPS zi;BPSz j;BPS
eKBPS ji þ e2KBPS zj;BPSzi;BPS 0
 !
; (3.23)
where use of the stabilization equations (3.19) was made.
2. Non-BPS (Z ¼ 0) attractors and their moduli space
As yielded by Eqs. (3.15), non-BPS (Z ¼ 0) attractor
solutions are given by DiZ  0 for at least some i 2
f1; . . . ; nVg, and by the vanishing of the central charge Z,
which in the considered theory reads as follows [(within
the metric constraint 1 jzj2 > 0; recall Eq. (3.6)]:
Z ¼ 0, q0 þ ip0 ¼ ðqi  ipiÞzinon-BPS: (3.24)
As noticed above, this is one complex equation in terms of
nV complex unknowns z
i, thus at most only one of them
will be stabilized in terms of the BH charges. Indeed, one
can choose, without any loss of generality, to solve








The remaining scalars zi^ are not stabilized at the consid-
ered (nondegenerate) non-BPS Z ¼ 0 critical points of
VBH. As known from group-theoretical arguments (see
Table 3 of [41]), such scalars span a moduli space given
by the rank-1 symmetric special Ka¨hler manifold
MN¼2;mc;n;non-BPS ¼ SUð1; n 1ÞSUðn 1Þ Uð1Þ
¼MN¼2;mc;n1;
dimR ¼ 2ðn 1Þ: (3.26)
The unique element of the sequenceMN¼2;mc;n, n 2 N,
in which the non-BPS Z ¼ 0 attractors have no associated
moduli space is the n ¼ 1 case (the so-called t2 model), in
which all nondegenerate critical points of VBH are stable,
with no flat directions at all.
The existence of n 1 flat directions at all orders in the
(covariant) differentiation of VBH at its nondegenerate non-
BPS Z ¼ 0 critical points in the considered theory can be
realized also by the following argument.
First, it can be explicitly computed that the application
of an odd number of covariant differential operators on
VBH always yields a vanishing result (here the tilded in-
dices can be either holomorphic or antiholomorphic; m 2
N throughout):
ðD~i1D~i2 . . .D~i2m1VBHÞnon-BPS ¼ 0: (3.27)
Then, the 2nV  2nV (covariant) Hessian matrixH VBHnon-BPS
of VBH at its non-BPS Z ¼ 0 critical points can be com-
puted to be
H VBHnon-BPS ¼ 2
0 ðDiZÞ D j Z




and it has thus rank 2, with 2 strictly positive and 2nV  2
vanishing real eigenvalues (massless ‘‘Hessian modes’’).
In order to investigate the persistence of such 2nV  2
massless ‘‘Hessian modes’’ to higher order in the covariant
differentiation of VBH, one can define a ‘‘putative’’ mass
matrix H VBHm for scalars, such that H
VBH
m¼0 ¼H VBH (co-
variant Hessian matrix of VBH), in the following way:
H VBHm  ðD~iD~jD~i1 . . .D~i2mVBHÞZ~i1 . . .Z~i2m ; (3.29)
where Z
~i denotes the relevant contravariant matter charge.
It can be thus calculated that
H VBHm;non-BPS ¼ 22mðVBH;non-BPSÞmH VBHnon-BPS: (3.30)
Therefore, regardless of m the putative mass matrixH VBHm
has rank 2, with 2 strictly positive and 2nV  2 vanishing
real eigenvalues, and these latter thus span a moduli space.
By recalling Eq. (3.7) and plugging Eq. (3.24) into the
matter charges DiZ, one obtains
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0 ðqi  ipiÞðqj þ ipjÞ
ðqj  ipjÞðqi þ ipiÞ 0
 !
: (3.32)
Because of Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25), in general the matter
charges DiZ andH VBH are not stabilized in terms of the
BH charges at the considered non-BPS Z ¼ 0 critical
points, but nevertheless this does not affect the moduli
independence of the BH entropy. Indeed, by recalling
Eqs. (1.2) and (3.13), and plugging Eqs. (3.15) and (3.24)





¼ VBHjnon-BPS ¼ 22;non-BPS
¼ ½Gi jðDiZÞ D j Znon-BPS
¼ ½Gi jð@iZÞ @ j Znon-BPS ¼ I2 > 0;
(3.33)
where I2 is the (unique) quadratic GN¼2;mc;n-invariant
given by Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22).
Thus, inN ¼ 2, d ¼ 4 supergravity minimally coupled
to Abelian vector multiplets, the BH charges supporting
nondegenerate critical points of VBH are split in two
branches: the ( 12)-BPS one, defined by I2 > 0, and the
non-BPS (Z ¼ 0) one, corresponding to I2 < 0.
B. Black hole parameters for 12 -BPS flow
By using the explicit expressions of W 2BPS given by
Eq. (6.32), using the differential relations of special
Ka¨hler geometry ofMN¼2;mc;n (see e.g. [83], and refer-
ences therein), and exploiting the first order (fake super-
gravity) formalism discussed in Sec. II, one, respectively,
obtains the following expressions of the (square) ADM
mass covariant scalar charges, and (square) effective hori-
zon radius for the 12 -BPS attractor flow
5 [63]:
r2H;BPSðz1; z1; p; qÞ ¼ M2ADM;BPSðz1; z1; p; qÞ ¼W 2BPSðz1; z1; p; qÞ ¼ lim
!0
jZj2ðzðÞ; zðÞ; p; qÞ
¼ ½q0 þ ip
0 þ ðqi  ipiÞzi1½q0  ip0 þ ðqj þ ipjÞz j1
2ð1 jz1j2Þ
; (3.34)
i;BPSðz1; z1; p; qÞ ¼ 2 lim
!0
ð@iW BPSÞðzðÞ; zðÞ; p; qÞ ¼ 1MADM;BPSðz1; z1; p; qÞ lim!0ð





q0  ip0 þ ðqj þ ipjÞz j1
q0 þ ip0 þ ðqk  ipkÞzk1
vuut  ½ðqi  ipiÞð1 jz1j2Þ þ ðq0 þ ip0Þzi1
þ ðqr  iprÞzr1 zi1; (3.35)
R2H;BPS ¼ lim
!0
½W 2BPSðzðÞ; zðÞ; p; qÞ  4Gi jðzðÞ; zðÞÞð@iW BPSÞðzðÞ; zðÞ; p; qÞ  ð @ jW BPSÞðzðÞ; zðÞ; p; qÞ
¼ I2ðp; qÞ ¼ VBH;BPS ¼ SBH;BPSðp; qÞ : (3.36)
Equation (3.36) proves Equation (2.13) for the 12 -BPS
attractor flow of the N ¼ 2, d ¼ 4 supergravity mini-
mally coupled to n  nV Abelian vector multiplets.
Notice that in the extremality regime (c ¼ 0) the
effective horizon radius RH, and thus AH and the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy SBH are independent on the
particular vacuum or ground state of the considered theory,
i.e. on ðzi1; zi1Þ, but rather they depend only on the electric
and magnetic charges q and p
, which are conserved due
to the overall ðUð1ÞÞnþ1 gauge invariance. The indepen-
dence on ðzi1; zi1Þ is of crucial importance for the consis-
tency of the microscopic state counting interpretation
of SBH, as well as for the overall consistency of the
macroscopic thermodynamic picture of the BH. However,
it is worth recalling that the ADM mass MADM generally
does depend on ðzi1; zi1Þ also in the extremal case, as
yielded by Eq. (3.34) for the considered 12 -BPS attractor
flow.
Furthermore, Eq. (3.34) yields that the 12 -BPS attractor
flow of theN ¼ 2, d ¼ 4 supergravity minimally coupled
5Throughout the whole paper, for all the considered functions
fðz; z; p; qÞ we assume
ðfðz; z; p; qÞÞ1  lim
!0
fðzðÞ; zðÞ; p; qÞ ¼ fðz1; z1; p; qÞ:
Furthermore, we assume fðz; z; p; qÞ to be smooth enough to
split the asymptotical limit of a product into the product of the
asymptotical limits of the factors.
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to n  nV Abelian vector multiplets does not saturate the
marginal stability bound (see [54,84]).
C. Black hole parameters for non-BPS (Z ¼ 0) flow
By using the explicit expressions ofW 2non-BPS given by
Eq. (3.12), using the differential relations of special Ka¨hler
geometry of MN¼2;mc;n (see e.g. [83] and references
therein), and exploiting the first order (fake supergravity)
formalism discussed in Sec. II, one, respectively, obtains
the following expressions of the (square) ADM mass,
covariant scalar charges, and (square) effective horizon
radius for the non-BPS Z ¼ 0 attractor flow [63]:
r2H; non-BPSðz1; z1; p; qÞ ¼ M2ADM; non-BPSðz1; z1; p; qÞ ¼W 2non-BPSðz1; z1; p; qÞ ¼ lim
!0
½Gi jðDiZÞ D j ZðzðÞ; zðÞ; p; qÞ
¼ 1
2ð1 jz1j2Þ2
ði j  zi1 z j1Þ  ½ðqi  ipiÞð1 jz1j2Þ þ ðq0 þ ip0Þzi1 þ ðqr  iprÞzr1 zi1
 ½ðqj þ ipjÞð1 jz1j2Þ þ ðq0  ip0Þzj1 þ ðqn þ ipnÞz n1zj1; (3.37)
i; non-BPSðz1; z1; p; qÞ ¼ 2 lim
!0
ð@iW non-BPSÞðzðÞ; zðÞ; p; qÞ ¼ 1MADM; non-BPSðz1; z1; p; qÞ lim!0ð




 ½q0  ip0 þ ðqj þ ipjÞz j1  ½ðqi  ipiÞð1 jz1j2Þ þ ðq0 þ ip0Þzi1
þ ðqm  ipmÞzm1 zi1  ½ðn p  zn1 z p1Þ  ½ðqn  ipnÞð1 jz1j2Þ þ ðq0 þ ip0Þz n1
þ ðqs  ipsÞzs1 z n1  ½ðqp þ ippÞð1 jz1j2Þ þ ðq0  ip0Þzp1 þ ðqw þ ipwÞz w1zp11=2; (3.38)
R2H;non-BPS ¼ lim
!0
½W 2non-BPSðzðÞ; zðÞ; p; qÞ  4Gi jðzðÞ; zðÞÞð@iW non-BPSÞðzðÞ; zðÞ; p; qÞ  ð @ jW non-BPSÞ
 ðzðÞ; zðÞ; p; qÞ
¼ I2ðp; qÞ ¼ VBH; non-BPS ¼ SBH; non-BPSðp; qÞ : (3.39)
Equation (3.39) proves Eq. (2.13) for the non-BPS Z ¼
0 attractor flow of the N ¼ 2, d ¼ 4 supergravity mini-
mally coupled to n  nV Abelian vector multiplets. The
considerations made at the end of Subsection III B hold
also for the considered attractor flow.
It is worth noticing out that Eqs. (3.36) and (3.39) are
consistent, because, as pointed out above, the ( 12)-BPS- and
non-BPS (Z ¼ 0)-supporting BH charge configurations in
the considered theory are, respectively, defined by the
quadratic constraints I2ðp; qÞ> 0 and I2ðp; qÞ< 0.
As yielded by Eqs. (3.35) and (3.38) for both nondegen-
erate attractor flows of the considered theory it holds the
following relation among scalar charges and ADM mass:
i ¼ 1MADM lim!0DiðjZj
2Þ: (3.40)
Furthermore, Eq. (3.37) yields that the non-BPS Z ¼ 0
attractor flow of the N ¼ 2, d ¼ 4 supergravity mini-
mally coupled to n  nV Abelian vector multiplets does
not saturate the marginal stability bound (see [54,84]).
As it will be proved in the next sections, for all non-
degenerate attractor flows of the considered d ¼ 4 super-
gravities the marginal stability bound is not saturated. A
more detailed discussion of such an issue falls beyond the
scope of the present investigation, and it will be given
elsewhere [85].
IV.N ¼ 3 SUPERGRAVITY
The (Ka¨hler) scalar manifold is [76]
MN¼3;n ¼ GN¼3;nHN¼3;n ¼
SUð3; nÞ
SUð3Þ  SUðnÞ Uð1Þ ;
dimR ¼ 6n: (4.1)
The 3þ n vector field strengths and their duals, as well
as their asymptotical fluxes, sit in the fundamental 3þ n
representation of the U-duality group GN¼3;n ¼ SUð3; nÞ,
in turn embedded in the symplectic group Spð6þ 2n;RÞ.
ZAB ¼ Z½AB (A; B ¼ 1; 2; 3 ¼N ) is the central charge
matrix, and ZI (I ¼ 1; . . . ; n) are the matter charges, where
n 2 N is the number of matter (Abelian vector) multiplets
coupled to the gravity multiplet. By a suitable transforma-
tion of the R-symmetry Uð3Þ, ZAB can be skew-
diagonalized by putting it in the normal form (see e.g.
[40] and references therein):
ZAB ¼ Z1 0
 
; (4.2)
where  is the 2 2 symplectic metric, and Z1 2 Rþ0 is
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the unique N ¼ 3 (moduli-dependent) skew-eigenvalue,
which can be expressed in terms of the unique Uð3Þ (and








On the other hand, by a suitable rotation ofUðnÞ, the vector
ZI of matter charges can be chosen real and pointing in a
given direction, e.g.
ZI ¼ I1; (4.4)
where  can be expressed the unique UðnÞ [and also







The simplest holomorphic parametrization ofMN¼3;n













where X is a complex n 3matrix in the bifundamental of
SUð3Þ  SUðnÞ ¼ HN¼3;nnUð1Þ, whose components are
nothing but the 3n complex scalars zi (i ¼ 1; . . . ; 3n) span-
ning MN¼3;n. The embedding of GN¼3;n into the sym-
plectic group Spð6þ 2n;RÞ:
SUð3; nÞ ! Spð6þ 2n;RÞ;
g  LðzÞ ! SðgÞ  SðLðzÞÞ; (4.7)
is determined by the ð6þ 2nÞ  ð6þ 2nÞ matrix
SðgÞ ¼ 0 1
1 0
 
2 SUð3; nÞ  Spð6þ 2n;RÞ; (4.8)
such that the ð3þ nÞ  ð3þ nÞ sub-blocks 0 and 1
satisfy the relations
y00 y11 ¼ 1; y0 1 y1 0 ¼ 0: (4.9)
Let us here recall that in the Gaillard-Zumino formalism
[88], the vector kinetic matrix can be written as ( ¼
1; 2; 3; 4; . . . ; 3þ n throughout all the present section)
N  ¼ ðy0 þy1 Þ1ðy0 y1 Þ: (4.10)
The embedding SUð3; nÞ ! Spð6þ 2n;RÞ is determined












































The vector kinetic matrixN  can be written in terms
of the ð3þ nÞ  ð3þ nÞ symplectic sections (and their
inverse) as follows (see e.g. [83], and references therein):
N  ¼ hðf1Þ : (4.14)
The explicit dependence of the symplectic sections on the
sub-blocks of SðXÞ is simply
h ¼  iﬃﬃﬃ
2





whereas in terms of the matrix XðzÞ they read







Xy ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1þ XT Xp
 !













 ðfAB; fI Þ  f:
(4.17)
By rewriting Eqs. (4.9) in terms of the symplectic sections,
one finds [89,90]
iðfyh hyfÞ ¼ 1; (4.18)
h Tf hfT ¼ 0: (4.19)
The central charge matrix ZAB and the matter charges ZI
are, respectively, defined as the integral over the 2-sphere








TAB ¼ fABq  hjABp;
(4.20)








TI ¼ fI q  hjIp: (4.21)
Using the explicit expression for the symplectic sections
given in Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17), one obtains




ÞCABðqC þ ipCÞ þ XiABðqi  ipiÞ;
(4.22)
ZI ¼ 1ﬃﬃ2p ½ðXyÞAI ðqA  ipAÞ þ ð ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1þ XT Xp ÞIiðqi þ ipiÞ:
(4.23)
As recalled at the start of the next subsection, only ( 13)-
BPS and non-BPS (ZAB ¼ 0) attractor flows are nondegen-
erate (i.e. corresponding to large BHs), and the correspond-
ing (square) first order fake superpotentials are ([40]; recall
Eq. (4.3) and (4.5), respectively)
W 2ðð1=3ÞÞBPS ¼ 12ZAB zAB ¼ Z21








ÞDðqD þ ipDÞ þ Xjðqj  ipjÞ









ÞjBðqA  ipBÞðqj  ipjÞ þ ðXyXÞklðql þ iplÞðqk  ipkÞ; (4.24)
W 2non-BPSð;ZAB¼0Þ ¼ ZI zI ¼ 2


















ÞDiðqD þ ipDÞðqi þ ipiÞ þ ð1þ XyXÞliðql  iplÞðqi þ ipiÞ:; (4.25)
where Eqs. (4.22) and (4.23) were used. Notice that, since
all the contractions of SUð3Þ and SUðnÞ indices of electric
and magnetic BH charges are uniquely defined with respect
to the row or columns of the matrix X, every transposition
index has been suppressed in Eqs. (4.24) and (4.25).
By introducing the complexified graviphoton and matter
BH charges, respectively, as follows:
QC  qC þ ipC; (4.26)
Qi  qi þ ipi; (4.27)
Eqs. (4.24) and (4.25) can be rewritten as follows:









ÞjB QB Qj þ ðXyXÞkl QkQl;
(4.28)











A. Attractor equations and their solutions
The BH effective potential can be written as
VBH ¼ 12ZAB ZAB þ ZI ZI ¼ Z21 þ 2: (4.30)
TheN ¼ 3, d ¼ 4 attractor equations are nothing but the
criticality conditions for such an HN¼3;n-invariant (and
Ka¨hler-gauge-invariant) quantity. Such criticality condi-
tions are satisfied for two classes of critical points:
(i) ( 13)-BPS:
ZI ¼ 0 8 I ¼ 1; . . . ; n,  ¼ 0; ZAB  0;
(4.31)
(ii) nonsupersymmetric (non-BPS with ZAB ¼ 0):
ZI  0 ðat least for some IÞ;
ZAB ¼ 0, Z1 ¼ 0:
(4.32)
It is worth counting here the degrees of freedom related
to Eqs. (4.31) and (4.32).
The 13 -BPS criticality conditions (4.31) are n complex
independent ones, thus a moduli space of 13 -BPS attractors,
spanned by the 2n complex scalars unstabilized by
Eq. (4.31) might—and actually does [25]—exist.
Furthermore, there are only three complex non-BPS Z ¼
0 criticality conditions (4.32). This fact paves the way to
the possibility to have a moduli space of non-BPS (ZAB ¼
0) attractors, spanned by the 3ðn 1Þ complex scalars
unstabilized by Eq. (4.32); this actually holds true [41],
as it will be explicitly found below (see Subsection IVA2).
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1. 13 -BPS attractors and their moduli space
By inserting the ( 13)-BPS criticality conditions (4.31)
into the expression (4.23) of the matter charges ZI and
recalling the definitions (4.26) and (4.27) of the complexi-
fied BH charges, one obtains




ÞIiQi; 8 I ¼ 1; . . . ; n:
(4.33)
By plugging such an expression and its Hermitian conju-





























XyÞjB QB Qj þ ðXyXÞkl QkQl
¼ QA QA þ ðXXyÞAB QAQB  ðXXyÞABQA QB  ð1þ XyXÞij QiQj þ ðXyXÞij QiQj ¼ QA QA Qi Qi;
(4.36)
where in the last step we exploited the Hermiticity of XXy,
yielding that (h; iXXy denotes the XXy-dependent square
norm of complexified BH charges)
ðXXyÞABQA QB  hQ;QiXXy ¼ h Q; QiXXy
¼ ðXXyÞAB QAQB: (4.37)
By recalling Eqs. (1.2) and (4.30), and using Eq. (4.36), one











ðQA QA Qi QiÞ ¼ I2 > 0: (4.38)
Here I2 denotes the (unique) invariant of the fundamen-
tal/antifundamental (3þ n, 3þ n) representation of the
U-duality group GN¼3;n (not irreducible with respect to
GN¼3;n itself), quadratic in BH charges [see Eq. (5.1)
below]:
I 2 ¼ 12½q2A  q2i þ ðpAÞ2  ðpiÞ2 ¼ 12ðq2 þ p2Þ; (4.39)
where q2  qq and p2  pp,  ¼ 
being the (3þ n)-dim. Lorentzian metric with signature
ð3; nÞ (see the discussion in Sec. V). In terms of the dressed
charges ZAB and ZI, the (only apparently moduli-
dependent) expression of I2 reads (see e.g. [89–91]):
I 2 ¼ 12ZAB ZAB  ZI ZI ¼ Z21  2: (4.40)
As mentioned above, the 13 -BPS criticality conditions
(4.31) or (4.33) are a set of n complex equations, which
thus does not stabilize all the 3n complex scalar fields zi in
terms of the BH electric and magnetic charges. In [56] the
residual 2n unstabilized scalars have been shown to span
the 13 -BPS moduli space
MN¼3;n;BPS ¼ SUð2; nÞSUð2Þ  SUðnÞ Uð1Þ ; dimR ¼ 4n:
(4.41)
2. Non-BPS (ZAB ¼ 0) attractors and their moduli space
By inserting the non-BPS (ZAB ¼ 0) criticality condi-
tions (4.32) into the expression (4.22) of the central charge
matrix ZAB and recalling the definitions (4.26) and (4.27) of





ÞCABQC ¼ ð XÞiAB Qi; 8 A; B ¼ 1; 2; 3:
(4.42)
By plugging such an expression and its Hermitian conju-
gate into Eq. (4.29), and using the identities (4.34) and
(4.35), one obtains that








XÞBjQBQj þ ð1þ XyXÞkl QkQl
¼ ðXXyÞABQA QB  ð1þ XXyÞABQA QB  ðXyXÞij QiQj þ ð1þ XyXÞij QiQj ¼ Qi Qi QA QA:
(4.43)
where once again Eq. (4.37) was used.
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By recalling Eqs. (1.2) and (4.30), and using Eq. (4.43),





¼ VBHjnon-BPS ¼ 2non-BPS
¼ ðZI ZIÞnon-BPS ¼  12 ðQA
QA Qi QiÞ
¼ I2 > 0; (4.44)
where I2 is the quadratic GN¼3;n-invariant, given by
Eqs. (4.39) and (4.40).
As mentioned above, the non-BPS criticality conditions
(4.32) or (4.42) are a set of 3 complex equations, which
thus does not stabilize all the 3n complex scalar fields zi in
terms of the BH electric and magnetic charges. In [56] the
residual 3ðn 1Þ unstabilized scalars have been shown to
span the non-BPS (ZAB ¼ 0) moduli space
MN¼3;n;non-BPS ¼ SUð3; n 1ÞSUð3Þ  SUðn 1Þ Uð1Þ
¼MN¼3;n1;
dimR ¼ 6ðn 1Þ: (4.45)
Thus, as it holds in symmetric N ¼ 2, d ¼ 4 super-
gravity minimally coupled to nV ¼ n Abelian vector mul-
tiplets, also in the consideredN ¼ 3, d ¼ 4 supergravity
the BH charges supporting nondegenerate critical points of
VBH are split in two branches: the (
1
3)-BPS one, defined by
I2 > 0, and the non-BPS (ZAB ¼ 0) one, corresponding to
I2 < 0.
B. Black hole parameters for 13 -BPS flow
By using theMaurer-Cartan equations ofN ¼ 3, d ¼ 4
supergravity (see e.g. [89–91]), one gets [40]













where PIAB  PIAB;idzi is the holomorphic vielbein of
MN¼3;n. Here, r denotes the Uð1Þ-Ka¨hler and
HN¼3;n-covariant differential operator.
Thus, by using the explicit expressions ofW 2BPS given
by Eq. (4.28), using the Maurer-Cartan equations ofN ¼
3, d ¼ 4 supergravity (see e.g. [89–91]), and exploiting the
first order (fake supergravity) formalism discussed in
Sec. II, one, respectively, obtains the following expressions
of the (square) ADM mass, covariant scalar charges, and
(square) effective horizon radius for the 13 -BPS attractor
flow:










ÞjB QB QjþðXy1X1Þkl QkQl;
(4.47)
i; BPSðz1; z1; p; qÞ ¼ 2 lim
!0




















2MADM; BPSðz1; z1; p; qÞ ðPIAB;i
ZI ZABÞ1; (4.48)
R2H; BPS ¼ lim
!0
½W 2BPSðzðÞ; zðÞ; p; qÞ þ 4Gi jðzðÞ; zðÞÞð@iW BPSÞðzðÞ; zðÞ; p; qÞ  ð @ jW BPSÞðzðÞ; zðÞ; p; qÞ





Throughout all the treatment, the subscript ‘‘1’’ indicates
the evaluation at the scalars at radial infinity zi1.
Equation (4.49) proves Eq. (2.13) for the 13 -BPS attractor
flow of the consideredN ¼ 3, d ¼ 4 supergravity. Such a
result was obtained by using Eq. (4.46) and computing that
4Gi
jð@iW BPSÞ @ jW BPS ¼ 4Gi jð@iZ1Þ @ jZ1
¼ G




¼ ZI ZI ¼ 2; (4.51)
where the relation
Gi
jPIAB;i PJEF; j;¼ IJðAEBF  AFBEÞ (4.52)
was exploited.
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The considerations made at the end of Subsection III B
hold also for the considered attractor flow.
As pointed out above, the same also holds for ( 12 -BPS
attractor flow of) N ¼ 2, d ¼ 4 supergravity minimally
coupled to Abelian vector multiplets (see Eq. (150) of
[63]), in which the (unique) invariant of the U-duality
group SUð1; nÞ is quadratic in BH electric and magnetic
charges. Such a similarity is ultimately due to the fact that
SUðm; nÞ is endowed with a pseudo-Hermitian quadratic
form built out of the fundamental mþ n and antifunda-
mental mþ n representations.
Furthermore, Eq. (4.47) yields that the 13 -BPS attractor
flow of theN ¼ 3, d ¼ 4 supergravity does not saturate
the marginal stability bound (see [54,84]; see also the
discussion at the end of Subsection III C).
C. Black hole parameters for non-BPS (ZAB ¼ 0) flow
By using theMaurer-Cartan equations ofN ¼ 3, d ¼ 4
supergravity (see e.g. [89–91]), one gets [40]









Thus, by using the explicit expressions ofW 2non-BPS given
by Eq. (4.29), using the Maurer-Cartan equations ofN ¼
3, d ¼ 4 supergravity (see e.g. [89–91]), and exploiting the
first order (fake supergravity) formalism discussed in
Sec. II, one, respectively, obtains the following expressions
of the (square) ADM mass, covariant scalar charges, and
(square) effective horizon radius for the non-BPS attractor
flow:
r2H;non-BPSðz1; z1; p; qÞ ¼ M2ADM; non-BPSðz1; z1; p; qÞ ¼W 2non-BPSðz1; z1; p; qÞ ¼ lim
!0
ðZI ZIÞðzðÞ; zðÞ; p; qÞ









þ ð1þ Xy1X1Þkl QkQl; (4.54)
i; non-BPSðz1; z1; p; qÞ ¼ 2 lim
!0





















½W 2non-BPSðzðÞ; zðÞ; p; qÞ þ 4Gi jðzðÞ; zðÞÞð@iW non-BPSÞðzðÞ; zðÞ; p; qÞ  ð @ jW non-BPSÞ
 ðzðÞ; zðÞ; p; qÞ
¼ I2ðp; qÞ ¼ VBH; non-BPS ¼ SBH; non-BPSðp; qÞ : (4.56)
Equation (4.49) proves Eq. (2.13) for the non-BPS (ZAB ¼ 0) attractor flow of the consideredN ¼ 3, d ¼ 4 supergravity.
Such a result was obtained by using Eq. (4.53) and computing that
4Gi










AB ¼ Z21: (4.57)
The considerations made at the end of Subsection III B
hold also for the considered attractor flow.
It is worth noticing that Eqs. (4.49) and (4.56) are con-
sistent, because, as pointed out above, the ( 13 -BPS)- and
non-BPS (ZAB ¼ 0)- supporting BH charge configurations
in the considered theory are, respectively, defined by the
quadratic constraints I2ðp; qÞ> 0 and I2ðp; qÞ< 0.
As yielded by Eqs. (4.48) and (4.55) for both nondegen-
erate attractor flows of the considered theory it holds the
following relation among scalar charges and ADM mass:
i ¼ 12MADM lim!0PIAB;i
ZI ZAB: (4.58)
Furthermore, Eq. (4.54) yields that the non-BPS ZAB ¼
0 attractor flow of theN ¼ 3, d ¼ 4 supergravity does not
saturate the marginal stability bound (see [54,84]; see also
the discussion at the end of Subsection III C).
V. BLACK HOLE ENTROPY IN MINIMALLY
COUPLEDN ¼ 2 ANDN ¼ 3 SUPERGRAVITY
It is here worth remarking that the classical Bekenstein-
Hawking [72] d ¼ 4 BH entropy SBH for minimally
coupledN ¼ 2 andN ¼ 3 supergravity is given by the





jq2 þ p2j; (5.1)
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where q2  qq and p2  pp,  ¼ 
being the Lorentzian metric with signature ðm; nÞ. As said
above, N ¼ 2 is obtained by putting m ¼ 1, whereas
N ¼ 3 is given by m ¼ 3 [see Eqs. (3.21) and (4.39)
above, respectively]. Thus, in Eq. (5.1) the positive signa-
ture pertains to the graviphoton charges, while the negative
signature corresponds to the charges given by the fluxes of
the vector field strengths from the matter multiplets.
The supersymmetry-preserving features of the attractor
solution depend on the sign of q2 þ p2. The limit case
q2 þ p2 ¼ 0 corresponds to the so-called small BHs
(which, however, in the case N ¼ 3, do not enjoy an
enhancement of supersymmetry, contrary to what usually
happens in N  4, d ¼ 4 supergravities; see e.g. the
treatment in [71]).
By setting n ¼ 0 in N ¼ 3, d ¼ 4 supergravity (with
resulting U-duality Uð3Þ which, due to the absence of






½q21 þ q22 þ q23 þ ðp1Þ2 þ ðp2Þ2 þ ðp3Þ2; (5.2)
which is nothing but the sum of the entropies of three
extremal (and thus BPS; see e.g. the discussion in [63])
Reissner-No¨rdstrom BHs, without any interference terms.
Such a result can be simply understood by recalling that the
generalization of the Maxwell electric-magnetic duality
Uð1Þ to the case of n Abelian gauge fields is UðnÞ [88],
and that the expression in the right-hand side of Eq. (5.2) is
the unique possibleUð3Þ-invariant combination of charges.
Moreover, it is here worth noticing thatN ¼ 3, d ¼ 4
supergravity is the onlyN > 2 supergravity in which the
gravity multiplet does not contain any scalar field at all,
analogously to what happens in the caseN ¼ 2. Thus, in
minimally coupled N ¼ 26 and N ¼ 3, d ¼ 4 super-
gravity the pure supergravity theory, obtained by setting
n ¼ 0, is scalarless, with theU-duality coinciding with the
R-symmetry [92].
This does not happen for all otherN > 2 theories. For
instance, theN ¼ 4, d ¼ 4 gravity multiplet does contain
one complex scalar field (usually named axion-dilaton)
and six Abelian vectors; thus, the pure N ¼ 4 theory,
obtained by setting n ¼ 0 [see Eqs. (A1) and (7.1)], is
not scalarless. By further truncating four vectors out [i.e.
by performing a ðUð1ÞÞ6 ! ðUð1ÞÞ2 gauge truncation] and
analyzing the bosonic field content, one gets the bosonic
sector of N ¼ 2, d ¼ 4 supergravity minimally coupled
to one vector multiplet, the so-called axion-dilaton super-
gravity (for a discussion of the invariance properties of the
classical BH entropy in such cases, see e.g. [63] and
references therein).
VI.N ¼ 5 SUPERGRAVITY
The (special Ka¨hler) scalar manifold is [74]
MN¼5 ¼ GN¼5HN¼5 ¼
SUð1; 5Þ
SUð5Þ Uð1Þ ; dimR ¼ 10:
(6.1)
As previously mentioned, no matter coupling is allowed
(pure supergravity).
The 10 vector field strengths and their duals, as well as
their asymptotical fluxes, sit in the three-fold antisymmet-
ric irrepr. 20 of the U-duality group GN¼5 ¼ SUð1; 5Þ (or
equivalently of the compact form SUð6ÞC), and not in its
fundamental repr. 6.
ZAB ¼ Z½AB, A, B ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ¼N is the central
charge matrix. By means of a suitable transformation of the
R-symmetry HN¼5 ¼ Uð5Þ, ZAB can be skew-
diagonalized by putting it in the normal form (see e.g.









where Z1, Z2 2 Rþ0 are the N ¼ 5 (moduli-dependent)
skew-eigenvalues, which can be ordered as Z1  Z2 with-
out any loss of generality (up to renamings; see e.g. [40]),



















I1 ¼ Z21 þZ22;
I2 ¼ Z41 þZ42;
(6.3)
where
I1  12ZAB ZAB; (6.4)
I2  12ZAB ZBCZCD ZDA (6.5)
are the two unique (moduli-dependent) HN¼5-invariants.
From the Lagrangian density of N ¼ 5, d ¼ 4 super-
gravity [74], the vector kinetic terms read as follows:
L veckin ¼ 14




here and below i ¼ 1; . . . ; 5 and antisymmetrization of a
couple of i-indices is understood. In the Gaillard-Zumino








kl þ H:c: (6.7)
By comparing Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7), can write the 10 10
vector kinetic matrixN ij;kl as follows:
6Let us notice also that N ¼ 2 minimally coupled theory is
the only (symmetric) N ¼ 2, d ¼ 4 supergravity which yields
the pureN ¼ 2 supergravity simply by setting n ¼ 0.
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N ijjkl ¼ iðSijjkl  12ikjlÞ: (6.8)
The matrix S satisfies the relation
ðijkl  SijjklÞSkljmn ¼ ijmn; (6.9)
and, in a suitable choice of the scalar fields, it holds that
S ijjkl ¼ 12ijklmzm: (6.10)
Thus, one finds (square brackets denote antisymmetriza-
tion of enclosed indices throughout)










where the last term is normalized as
½i½kz
jzl ¼ 14ðikzjzl 	 permutations . . .Þ: (6.12)
Consequently, one achieves the following expression of the
vector kinetic matrix:












where  is a factor to be determined by the relations
satisfied by the symplectic sections h and f defined in
the last steps of Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17) above.
The supersymmetry transformation of the vector field
can be written as [94]
Aij	 ¼ 2fijjAB  A	 þ 2fijAB  A	B: (6.14)
Such a formula is equivalent to the following expression
[74] (see also [95]):



















1 jzj2 ; (6.18)
e2  1jzj2 ð1 e1Þ: (6.19)








ijABmzm þ 2e2½A½i zBzj

: (6.20)
The symplectic section h is
hijjAB ¼N ijjmnfmnAB; (6.21)



























ijABkzk þ e2½A½i zBzj

: (6.22)
Next, we check the above results and determine the overall numerical factor  of the matrixN , by explicitly writing









Dzj ¼ 12ðzmÞ2½A½CzDzB; (6.24)
the identity (4.19) is easily verified, because






















ABCDð1 ðziÞ2Þ þ e21½A½CzDzB þ e22ðziÞ2½A½CzDzB þ 2e1e2Reð½C½AzDzBÞ

: (6.25)
In order to check the identity (4.18) and determine , we compute
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where we used the facts that jzj2e2 ¼ 1 e1, and e21 þ
e1e2 þ e2 ¼ 0, directly following from the definitions
(6.18) and (6.19).
By an analogous calculation, one achieves the following
result:











Consequently, the identity (4.18) is satisfied iff ¼ i. By
substituting such a value into Eq. (6.13), one obtains the
following expression of the vector kinetic matrix ofN ¼
5, d ¼ 4 ungauged supergravity:












From the general definition7 (4.20), the central charge
matrix ZAB is defined as the integral over the 2-sphere at








TAB ¼ fABq  hjABp
¼ fijABqij  hijjABpij: (6.29)
By recalling Eqs. (6.20) and (6.22) with  ¼ i, and,
analogously to definitions (4.26) and (4.27), by introducing
the complexified BH charges as
Qij  12ðqij þ ipijÞ; (6.30)
one gets
ZABðz; z; q; pÞ ¼ e1QAB þ e12 
ABijk Qijzk  2e2z½AQBCzC:
(6.31)
As recalled at the start of the next subsection, only ( 15)-
BPS attractor flow is nondegenerate (i.e. corresponding to
large BHs; see e.g. the discussion in [71]), and the corre-
sponding (squared) first order fake superpotential is ([40];
recall Eqs. (6.3), (6.4), and (6.5))












 ¼ Z21: (6.32)
A. Attractor equations and their solutions
Because of the absence of matter charges, the BH effec-
tive potential can be written as
VBH ¼ 12ZAB ZAB ¼ Z21 þZ22 ¼ I1: (6.33)
TheN ¼ 5, d ¼ 4 attractor equations are nothing but the
criticality conditions for the HN¼5-invariant I1. By using
the Maurer-Cartan equations ofN ¼ 5, d ¼ 4 supergrav-
ity (see e.g. [89–91]), such attractor equations can be
written as follows:
ABCDEZABZCD ¼ 0; (6.34)
ABCDE Z
AB ZCD ¼ 0; (6.35)
where the two lines are reciprocally complex conjugated.
They can also be written more explicitly, by using the
expression of central charge matrix ZAB given by
Eq. (6.31). For instance, Eqs. (6.34) can be rewritten in
the following way:
0 ¼ ABCDEZABZCD
¼ e21ABCDEQABQCD þ e21ðABCDi QAB QCDziÞzE
þ 8e21ðQABQABÞzE þ 16e21ziQiA QAE
 4e1e2ABCDEQABzCQDizi  8e1e2ðziQDi QCDzCÞzE
 16e1e2jzj2zjQij QiE: (6.36)
The criticality conditions (6.35) and (6.36) are satisfied
for a unique class of critical points (for further elucidation,
see e.g. the treatment in [71]):
(i) ( 15)-BPS:
Z 2 ¼ 0; Z1 > 0: (6.37)
It is worth counting here the degrees of freedom related
to Eqs. (6.34) and (6.35), or equivalently to the unique
1
5 -BPS solution given by Eq. (6.37). Equations (6.34) and
(6.35) are 10 real equations, but actually only 6 real among
them are independent. Thus a moduli space of 15 -BPS
attractors, spanned by the 2 complex scalars unstabilized
7We rescale the symplectic section f by a factor 12 , and the
kinetic matrixN correspondingly by a factor 2. The definition
of the symplectic section h through Eq. (6.21) and the identities
(4.18) and (4.19) are left unchanged. Such a redefinition is
performed in order to avoid an unsuitable rescaling of the
magnetic charges, and thus to define the complexified BH
charges as in Eq. (6.30).
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by Eq. (6.37), might—and actually does [56]—exist. Such
a counting of flat directions of VBH at its
1
5 -BPS critical
points was given in terms of the leftover would-beN ¼ 2
hyperscalars’ degrees of freedom in theN ¼ 5!N ¼
2 supersymmetry reduction in [91].
Entropy of 15 -BPS attractors and their moduli space
By recalling Eqs. (1.1) and (6.33), and using Eq. (6.37),










I4 here denotes the (unique) invariant of the threefold
antisymmetric 20 representation of the U-duality group
GN¼5. Such a representation is symplectic, containing
the singlet 1a in the tensor product 20 20 [96], and it is
thus irreducible with respect to bothGN¼5 and Spð20;RÞ).
I4 is quartic in BH charges.
In terms of the dressed charges, i.e. of the central charge
matrix ZAB, I4 can be written as follows:
I 4 ¼ ZAB ZBCZCD ZDA  14ðZAB ZABÞ2 ¼ 2I2  I21
¼ TrðA2Þ  14ðTrðAÞÞ2; (6.39)
where the (moduli-dependent) matrix AA
B  ZAC ZBC and
the related quantities [71]
Tr ðAÞ ¼ ZAB ZAB ¼ 2I1 ¼ 2VBH; (6.40)
Tr ðA2Þ ¼ ZAB ZBCZCD ZDA ¼ 2I2; (6.41)
were introduced, I1 and I2 being the two unique (moduli-
dependent) HN¼5-invariants, respectively, defined by
Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5).
The U-invariant I4, introduced in Eq. (6.38) and ex-
pressed in terms of dressed charges by Eq. (6.39), is the
unique (moduli-independent) independent GN¼5 ¼
-invariant combination of (moduli-dependent)
HN¼5-invariant quantities (see e.g. [91], and [71], as
well as references therein). Its quarticity in BH charges is
ultimately due to the symplectic nature of the 20 of
SUð1; 5Þ (irreducible with respect to both SUð1; 5Þ and
Spð20;RÞ), i.e. to the fact that the tensor product 20
20 contains an antisymmetric singlet 1a [96], thus yielding
a vanishing quadratic invariant of SUð1; 5Þ.
Thus, the expression (6.39) is moduli dependent only
apparently. Being moduli independent, I4 can actually be
written only in terms of the BH charges. In order to
determine such an expression, one can use the fact that,
in the considered coordinate parametrization, the origin O
of MN¼5 (determined by zi ¼ 0 8 i ¼ 1; . . . ; 5) is the
invariant point under the action of HN¼5 ¼ Uð5Þ (see e.g.
Eq. (2.17) of [74]). Thus, the explicit dependence of I4 on
BH charges is obtained simply by computing ZABjO and
using Eq. (6.39). By recalling Eqs. (6.31), (6.40), and
(6.41), one obtains
I4 ¼ QABQBCQCDQDA  14ðQABQABÞ2
¼ 1
24
ðqAB  ipABÞðqBC þ ipBCÞðqCD  ipCDÞ
 ðqDA þ ipDAÞ  126½ðqAB  ipABÞðqAB þ ipABÞ2;
(6.42)
where the complexified BH charges Qij defined by
Eq. (6.30) have been used, with QAB  QAB.
Equation (6.42) is manifestly HN¼5-invariant, the 10þ
10 real BH charges being arranged in the (reciprocally
conjugated) complex rank-2 tensors Qij and Qij in the
twofold antisymmetric 10 and 100 of SUð5Þ, or equiva-
lently in the real rank-2 tensors qij and p
ij in a pair of
twofold antisymmetric 10 of SOð5Þ.
Clearly, the BH electric and magnetic BH charges, being
the asymptotical fluxes of the vector field strengths and of
their duals, can actually be arranged to sit in the threefold
antisymmetric, symplectic representation 20 of the
U-duality group GN¼5 ¼ SUð1; 5Þ. The embedding of
the twofold antisymmetric 10ð0Þ of SUð5Þ into the threefold
antisymmetric 20 of SUð1; 5Þ is given by the formula (a, b,




or, more precisely (recall A, B, C ¼ 1; . . . ; 5, and moreover
A^, B^, C^ ¼ 1; . . . ; 6, here and below):
QA^ B^ C^  qA^ B^ C^ þ ipA^ B^ C^ ¼ ðQABC;QAB6Þ; (6.44)
QABC  13! ABCDE6Q
DE  1
2
ðqABC þ ipABCÞ; (6.45)
Q6AB  QAB  12 ðq6AB þ ip
6ABÞ: (6.46)
Equation (6.44) describes the splitting of the 20 of SUð1; 5Þ
into the 10 and 100 of SUð5Þ, whose embedding is deter-
mined by Eqs. (6.45) and (6.46), respectively. As given by
Eq. (6.46), by identifying tde  tde6, Eq. (6.43) can be seen
as part of a self-reality condition [admitting solutions in
SUð1; 5Þ, but not in SUð6Þ].
Thus, it can be easily shown that Eq. (6.42) can be recast
in a manifestly U ¼ GN¼5-invariant way, with BH
charges in the threefold antisymmetric 20 of SUð1; 5Þ, as
follows:
I4 ¼ 1
3  25 




3  25 
A^ B^ C^ A^0B^0C^000A^
00B^00C^00A^000B^000C^0 ðqA^ B^ C^ þ ipA^ B^ C^Þ
 ðqA^0B^0C^0 þ ipA^
0B^0C^0 Þ  ðqA^00B^00C^00 þ ipA^
00B^00C^00 Þ
 ðqA^000B^000C^000 þ ipA^
000B^000C^000 Þ: (6.48)
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In order to prove such a formula, let us explicit the entries ‘‘6’’ in Eq. (6.47), obtaining
I4 ¼ 1
3  25 ½9
6BCA0B0C0006B
00C00A000B000C0Q6BCQA0B0C0Q6B00C00QA000B000C000 þ 12ABC6B0C0006B00C00A000B000C0QABCQ6B0C0Q6B00C00QA000B000C000
þ 6ABCA0B066B00C00A000B000C0QABCQ6B0C0QA00B00C00QA000B0006 þ 4ABC6B0C000A00B00C006B000C0QABCQ6B0C0QA00B00C00Q6B000C000
þ ABCA0B06A00B00C00A000B0006QABCQA0B06QA00B00C00QA000B0006: (6.49)
By using the embedding equations (6.45) and (6.46), it is
immediate to check that Eq. (6.49) yields Eq. (6.42).
As mentioned above, only 6 out of the 10 real 15 -BPS
criticality conditions (6.34) and (6.35) are actually inde-
pendent. Thus, they do not stabilize all the 5 complex
scalar fields zi in terms of the BH electric and magnetic
charges, but only 3 of them. In [56] the residual 2 unsta-
bilized complex scalar degrees of freedom have been
shown to span the 15 -BPS moduli space
MN¼5; BPS ¼ SUð2; 1ÞSUð2Þ  SUð1Þ ¼MN¼3;n¼1; BPS;
dimR ¼ 4: (6.50)
B. Black hole parameters for 15 -BPS flow
By using theMaurer-Cartan equations ofN ¼ 5, d ¼ 4
supergravity (see e.g. [89–91]), one gets [40]














svuut ¼ P;iZ2; (6.51)
where P  P1234, PABCD  PABCD;idzi ¼ ABCDEPE being the holomorphic vielbein of MN¼5. Here, r denotes the
Uð1Þ-Ka¨hler and HN¼5-covariant differential operator.
Thus, by using the explicit expressions ofW 2BPS given by Eq. (6.32), using the Maurer-Cartan equations ofN ¼ 5,
d ¼ 4 supergravity (see e.g. [89–91]), and exploiting the first order (fake supergravity) formalism discussed in Sec. II, one,
respectively, obtains the following expressions of the (square) ADM mass, covariant scalar charges, and (square) effective
horizon radius for the 15 -BPS attractor flow:








DA  14ðZAB ZABÞ2
q
 ¼ Z21j1; (6.52)
i; BPSðz1; z1; p; qÞ  2 lim
!0



























2Z41 þ 2Z42  ðZ21 þZ22Þ2
q





Equation (6.54) proves Eq. (2.13) for the 15 -BPS attractor flow of the consideredN ¼ 5, d ¼ 4 supergravity. Such a
result was obtained by using Eq. (6.51) and computing that
4Gi




DA  14ðZAB ZABÞ2
q





DA  14ðZAB ZABÞ2
q
 ¼ Z22; (6.55)
where the relation
4Gi
jP;i P; j ¼ 1 (6.56)
was used.
The considerations made at the end of Subsection III B
hold also for the considered attractor flow.
It is worth noticing that Eq. (6.54) is consistent, because,
as pointed out above, the 15-BPS-supporting BH charge
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configurations in the considered theory is defined by the
quartic constraints I4ðp; qÞ> 0.
Furthermore, Eq. (6.52) yields that the 15 -BPS attractor
flow ofN ¼ 5, d ¼ 4 supergravity does not saturate the
marginal stability bound (see [54,84]; see also the discus-
sion at the end of Subsection III C).
VII.N ¼ 4 PURE SUPERGRAVITY REVISITED
The treatment of N ¼ 4, d ¼ 4 pure supergravity is
pretty similar to the one given for N ¼ 5, d ¼ 4 super-
gravity in Sec. VI.








dimR ¼ 2; (7.1)
spanned by the complex scalar
s  aþ ie2’; a; ’ 2 R; (7.2)
where a and ’ are usually named axion and dilaton,
respectively.
The six vector field strengths and their duals, as well as
their asymptotical fluxes, sit in the bifundamental irrepr.
ð2; 6Þ of the U-duality group GN¼4; pure ¼ SUð1; 1Þ 
SOð6Þ 
 SUð1; 1Þ  SUð4Þ.
ZAB ¼ Z½AB, A, B ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4 ¼N is the central
charge matrix. By means of a suitable transformation of
the R-symmetry HN¼4; pure ¼ Uð1Þ  SOð6Þ 
Uð1Þ 
SUð4Þ, ZAB can be skew-diagonalized by putting it in the
normal form (see e.g. [40] and references therein):
ZAB ¼ Z1 Z2
 
; (7.3)
where Z1, Z1 2 Rþ0 are the N ¼ 4 (moduli-dependent)
skew-eigenvalues, which can be ordered as Z1  Z2 with-
out any loss of generality (up to renamings; see e.g. [40]),
and can be formally expressed by the very same Eqs. (6.3),
(6.4), and (6.5), where now I1 and I2 are the two unique
(moduli-dependent) HN¼4; pure-invariants.
The symplectic sections read as follows (  ½AB ¼
1; . . . ; 6 throughout) [71,89,90]
fAB ¼ e’AB;
hjAB ¼ se’jAB ¼ ðae’ þ ie’ÞjAB;
(7.4)
such that the kinetic vector matrix is given by [recall
Eq. (4.14)]
N  ¼ ðhf1Þ ¼ s: (7.5)
By the general definition (4.20), the central charge matrix
is given by
ZAB ¼ fABq  hjABp ¼ e’ABq  se’jABp
¼ e’ðspAB  qABÞ: (7.6)
Such an explicit expression allows one to elaborate
Eqs. (6.3), (6.4), and (6.5) further, obtaining
I1  12ZAB ZAB ¼ Z21 þZ22
¼ 12e2’ðspAB  qABÞðspAB  qABÞ
¼ e2’ðsp  qÞðsp  qÞ
¼ ðe2’a2 þ e2’Þp2 þ e2’q2  2ae2’p  q; (7.7)
I2  12ZAB ZBCZCD ZDA ¼ Z41 þZ42
¼ 12e4’ðspAB  qABÞðspBC  qBCÞðspCD  qCDÞ
 ðspDA  qDAÞ; (7.8)
where p2  ðp1Þ2 þ . . .þ ðp6Þ2, q2  q21 þ . . .þ q26, and
p  q  pq (see Eq. (7.1) of [63], fixing a typo in
Eq. (225) of [71]).
Only ( 14)-BPS attractor flow is nondegenerate (i.e. cor-
responding to large BHs; see e.g. the n ¼ 0 limit of the
discussion in [71]), and the corresponding (squared) first
order fake superpotential is identical to the one of the ( 15)-
BPS attractor flow in N ¼ 5, d ¼ 4 supergravity [40],
given by Eq. (6.32) above, which in the considered frame-












½ðspAB  qABÞðspAB  qABÞ
þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4ðspAB  qABÞðspBC  qBCÞðspCD  qCDÞðspDA  qDAÞ  ½ðspAB  qABÞðspAB  qABÞ2
q
: (7.9)
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A. Attractor equations and their solutions: 14 -BPS
attractors and their entropy
Because of the absence of matter charges, the BH effec-
tive potential VBH reads
VBH ¼ 12ZAB ZAB ¼ Z21 þZ22 ¼ I1
¼ ðe2’a2 þ e2’Þp2 þ e2’q2  2ae2’p  q; (7.10)
where in the second line we recalled Eq. (7.7) (see also the
treatments of [63,71]). The complex attractor equation of
N ¼ 4, d ¼ 4 pure supergravity is nothing but the criti-
cality condition for the HN¼4; pure-invariant I1. By using
the relevant Maurer-Cartan equations (see e.g. [89–91]),
such a complex attractor equation can be written as follows
(j’j<1):
ABCD Z
AB ZCD , ABCDðspAB  qABÞ’ð spCD  qCDÞ ¼ 0:
(7.11)







with VBH given by Eqs. (7.7) or (7.10), yielding Eqs. (7.2)–
(7.3) of [63].
Thus, the criticality conditions (7.11), or equivalently
(7.12), are satisfied for a unique class of critical points:
( 14)-BPS:
Z 2 ¼ 0; Z1 > 0; (7.13)
yielding Eqs. (7.2)–(7.3) of [63]. Equations (7.12) are 2 real
equations in 2 real unknowns, namely, the axion a and the
dilaton ’, which both are stabilized solely in terms of the
magnetic and electric BH charges. Thus no moduli space
of 14 -BPS attractors in N ¼ 4, d ¼ 4 pure supergravity
exists at all [56,63,71].
By recalling Eqs. (1.1) and (7.10), and using Eq. (7.13),










I4 denotes the (unique) invariant of the bifundamental
representation ð2; 6Þ of the U-duality group GN¼4; pure.
Such a representation is symplectic,8 containing the singlet
1a in the tensor product ð2; 6Þ  ð2; 6Þ [96] (and thus
yielding a vanishing quadratic U-invariant); consequently,
it is irreducible with respect to both GN¼4; pure and
Spð12;RÞ. I4 is quartic in BH charges (see Eq. (7.4), and
the related discussion of [63]) [97]:
I 4 ¼ 4½p2q2  ðp  qÞ2: (7.15)
In terms of the dressed charges, i.e. of the central charge
matrix ZAB, I4 is formally given by the very same
Eqs. (6.39), (6.40), and (6.41). I4 is the unique (moduli-
independent) independent GN¼4; pure-invariant combina-
tion of (moduli-dependent) HN¼4; pure-invariant quantities
(see e.g. the n ¼ 0 limit of the discussion in [71,91], and
references therein).
It is worth pointing out that only when  ¼ 1, 2 (cor-
responding to the truncation ðUð1ÞÞ6 ! ðUð1ÞÞ2 of the
gauge group) I4 is a perfect square, thus reproducing the
quadratic invariant I2 of the (1-modulus, n ¼ 1 element of
the) minimally coupledN ¼ 2, d ¼ 4 sequence, given by
Eq. (3.21) (see e.g. [25,63], and references therein).
B. Black hole parameters for 14 -BPS flow
By using theMaurer-Cartan equations ofN ¼ 4, d ¼ 4
pure supergravity (see e.g. [89–91]), one gets [40]














svuut ¼ P;sZ2; (7.16)
where P  P;sds is the holomorphic vielbein of MN¼5. Here, r denotes the Uð1Þ-Ka¨hler and HN¼4; pure-covariant
differential operator.
Thus, by using the explicit expressions ofW 2BPS given by Eq. (7.9), using the Maurer-Cartan equations of N ¼ 5,
d ¼ 4 supergravity (see e.g. [89–91]), and exploiting the first order (fake supergravity) formalism discussed in Sec. II, one,
respectively, obtains the following expressions of the (square) ADM mass, axion-dilaton charge, and (square) effective
horizon radius for the 14 -BPS attractor flow:
8This fact has been observed above also forN ¼ 5, d ¼ 4 supergravity.
Even though in general the (unique) quartic invariant of a (semisimple) Lie group can be built from a nonsymplectic representation,
this never happens for the U-duality groups ofN ¼ 2 symmetric andN > 2, d ¼ 4 theories. Thus, for all such supergravities having
a (unique) U-invariant quartic in BH charges, the relevant representation of the U-duality group is symplectic (irreducible to both
U-duality and relevant symplectic group).
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r2H; BPSðs1; s1; p; qÞ























4ðs1pAB  qABÞðs1pBC  qBCÞ  ðs1pCD  qCDÞðs1pDA  qDAÞ  ½ðs1pAB  qABÞðs1pAB  qABÞ2
q
; (7.17)
s; BPSðs1; s1; p; qÞ  2 lim
!0
























2Z41 þ 2Z42  ðZ21 þZ22Þ2
q









where, with suitable changes, the matrix AA
B and related quantities are defined by Eqs. (6.40) and (6.41).
Equation (7.19) proves Eq. (2.13) for the 14 -BPS attractor flow ofN ¼ 4, d ¼ 4 pure supergravity. Such a result was
obtained by using Eq. (7.16) and computing that




DA  14ðZAB ZABÞ2
q





DA  14ðZAB ZABÞ2
q
 ¼ Z22; (7.20)
where the relation
4GssP;s P;s ¼ 1 (7.21)
was used.
From its very definition, by using Eqs. (7.9) or (7.17), the axion-dilaton charge s; BPS can be explicitly computed as
follows:












2ðs1  s1Þ 

pABð s1pAB  qABÞ
þ 1
2
½4ðs1pAB  qABÞðs1pBC  qBCÞðs1pCD  qCDÞðs1pDA  qDAÞ
 ½ðs1pAB  qABÞðs1pAB  qABÞ21=2½4pABð s1pBC  qBCÞðs1pCD  qCDÞðs1pDA  qDAÞ
þ 4ðs1pAB  qABÞðs1pBC  qBCÞpCDð s1pDA  qDAÞ þ 2ðs1pAB  qABÞðs1pAB  qABÞ
 pCDð s1pCD  qCDÞ

: (7.22)
Furthermore, from the definition (7.2) and Eq. (7.18), it follows that
s; BPS  2 lim
!0
ð@sW BPSÞ ¼ a; BPS þ i2 e
2’1’; BPS; (7.23)
where
a;BPS  2 lim
!0
ð@aW BPSÞ ¼ Reðs; BPSÞ; (7.24)
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’; BPS  2 lim
!0
ð@’W BPSÞ ¼ 2e2’1 Imðs; BPSÞ
¼ iðs1  s1Þ Imðs; BPSÞ; (7.25)
respectively, are the axionic and dilatonic charges pertain-
ing to the 14 -BPS attractor flow.
The considerations made at the end of Subsection III B
hold also for the considered attractor flow.
It is worth noticing that Eq. (7.19) is consistent, because,
as pointed out above, the 14-BPS-supporting BH charge
configurations in the considered theory is defined by the
quartic constraints I4ðp; qÞ> 0.
Furthermore, Eq. (7.17) yields that the 14 -BPS attractor
flow ofN ¼ 4, d ¼ 4 pure supergravity does not saturate
the marginal stability bound (see [54,84]; see also the
discussion at the end of Subsection III C).
VIII. PECULIARITY OF PUREN ¼ 4 ANDN ¼ 5
SUPERGRAVITY
By exploiting the first order (fake supergravity) formal-
ism discussed in Sec. II, the expression of the squared
effective horizon radius (in the extremal case c ¼ 0) R2H
given by Eq. (2.12) has been shown to hold for the follow-
ing d ¼ 4 supergravity theories:
(i) minimally coupled N ¼ 2 theory, whose scalar
manifold is given by the sequence SUð1;nÞSUðnÞUð1Þ ([75],
also named multidilaton system in [63]; see
Subsections III B and III C);
(ii) N ¼ 3 ([76], see Subsections IVB and IVC);
(iii) N ¼ 5 ([74], see Subsection VIB);
(iv) N ¼ 4 pure ([73], see Subsection VII B).
Such theories differ by a crucial fact: whereas the
U-invariant of minimally coupled N ¼ 2 and N ¼ 3
supergravity is quadratic, the U-invariant of N ¼ 5 and
pureN ¼ 4 theories is quartic in BH charges.
Thus, among all d ¼ 4 supergravities with U-invariant
quartic in BH charges, the casesN ¼ 5 and pureN ¼ 4
turn out to be peculiar ones.
Such a peculiarity can be traced back to the form of their
attractor equations, which are structurally identical to the
ones of the minimally coupledN ¼ 2 andN ¼ 3 cases
(see e.g. the treatments in [40,71]), and actually also to the
very structure ofW 2BPS, as given by Eqs. (6.32) and (7.9),
respectively.
This is ultimately due to a remarkable property, ex-
pressed by the last two lines of Eqs. (6.54) and (7.19):
the (unique) invariant I4ðp; qÞ of GN¼5 and GN¼4; pure,
which is quartic in the electric and magnetic BH charges
ðp; qÞ, is a perfect square of a quadratic expression when
written in terms of the moduli-dependent skew-eigenvalues
Z1 and Z2:
I 4ðp; qÞ  ZAB ZBCZCD ZDA  14ðZAB ZABÞ2
¼ TrðA2Þ  14ðTrðAÞÞ2 ¼ ðZ21 Z22Þ2: (8.1)
Such a result, which is true in the whole scalar manifolds
MN¼5 and MN¼4; pure, does not generally hold for all
other N > 2, d ¼ 4 supergravities with (unique) quartic
U-invariant, i.e. forN ¼ 4matter coupled andN ¼ 6, 8
theories, as well as forN ¼ 2 supergravity whose scalar
manifold does not belong to the aforementioned sequence
of complex Grassmannians SUð1;nÞSUðnÞUð1Þ .
This allows one to state that the relation (in the extremal
case c ¼ 0) between the square effective horizon radiusR2H
and the square BH event horizon radius r2H for the non-
degenerate attractor flows of such supergravities, if any, is
structurally different from the one given by Eq. (2.12). Of
course, in such theories one can still construct the quantity
r2Hðz1; z1; p; qÞ Gi ji j (eventually within a real pa-
rametrization of the scalar fields), but, also in the extremal
case, it will be moduli dependent, thus not determining
R2Hðp; qÞ.
IX.N  2 SUPERGRAVITIES WITH THE SAME
BOSONIC SECTOR AND DUALITIES
In the present section we considerN  2, d ¼ 4 super-
gravities9 sharing the same bosonic sector, and thus with
the same number of fermion fields, but with different
supersymmetric completions.
(I)
(i) N ¼ 2 (matter coupled) magic supergravity based
on the degree 3 complex Jordan algebra JH3 ;
(ii) N ¼ 6 supergravity.
The scalar manifold of both such theories (upliftable to
d ¼ 5) is SOð12ÞSUð6ÞUð1Þ (rank-3 homogeneous symmetric spe-
cial Ka¨hler space). In both theories the 16 vector field
strengths and their duals, as well as their asymptotical
fluxes, sit in the left-handed spinor repr. 32 of the
U-duality group SOð12Þ, which is symplectic, containing
the symmetric singlet 1a in the tensor product 32 32, and
thus irreducible with respect to both SOð12Þ and
Spð32;RÞ. For a discussion of the spin/field content, see
e.g. [89,90].
The correspondences among the various classes of non-
degenerate extremal BH attractors of such two theories
have been studied in [25] (see e.g. Table 9 therein).
(II)
(i) N ¼ 2 supergravity minimally coupled to n ¼
nV ¼ 3 Abelian vector multiplets;
(ii) N ¼ 3 supergravity coupled to m ¼ 1 matter
(Abelian vector) multiplet.
All such theories (matter coupled, with quadratic
U-invariant, and not upliftable to d ¼ 5) share the same
scalar manifold, namely, the rank-1 symmetric special
Ka¨hler space SUð1;3ÞSUð3ÞUð1Þ . Furthermore, in both such theories
9The relation between N ¼ 1 and N ¼ 2, d ¼ 4 super-
gravities and their attractor solutions is discussed in [36].
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the 4 vector field strengths and their duals, as well as their
asymptotical fluxes, sit in the fundamental 4 repr. of the
U-duality group SUð3; 1Þ (not irreducible with respect to
SUð3; 1Þ itself, but only with respect to Spð8;RÞ).
By (local) supersymmetry, the number of fermion fields
is the same in the three theories, namely, there are 8 bosons
and 8 fermions, but with different relevant spin/field con-
tents:
N ¼ 2 minimally coupled; nV ¼ 3: ½1ð2Þ; 2ð32Þ; 1ð1Þ; 3½1ð1Þ; 2ð12Þ; 1Cð0Þ;
N ¼ 3; m ¼ 1: ½1ð2Þ; 3ð32Þ; 3ð1Þ; 1ð12Þ; 1½1ð1Þ; 4ð12Þ; 3Cð0Þ:
(9.1)
From this it follows that one can switch between two such
theories by transforming 1 gravitino in 1 gaugino, and vice
versa.
The relation among the various classes of nondegenerate
extremal BH attractors of three such theories [56,71] is
given in Table I.
When switching betweenN ¼ 2 andN ¼ 3, the flip
in sign of the quadratic U-invariant I2 ¼ q2 þ p2 can be
understood by recalling that q2  qq and p2 
p
p, with  ¼  ¼ diagð1;1;1;1Þ in
the case N ¼ 2, and  ¼  ¼ diagð1; 1; 1;1Þ in
the caseN ¼ 3 [recall Eq. (5.1)]. It is here worth pointing
out once again that the positive signature pertains to the
graviphoton charges, while the negative signature corre-
sponds to the charges given by the asymptotical fluxes of
the vector field strengths from the matter multiplets (see
also the discussion in Sec. V). As yielded by Table I, the
supersymmetry-preserving features of the attractor solu-
tions depend on the sign of I2.
(III)
(i) N ¼ 2 supergravity coupled to nV ¼ nþ 1 ¼ 7
Abelian vector multiplets, with scalar manifold
SUð1;1Þ
Uð1Þ  SOð2;6ÞSOð2ÞSOð6Þ [shortly named ‘‘cubic,’’ nV ¼
7 in Eq. (9.2)];
(ii) N ¼ 4 supergravity coupled to nm ¼ 2 matter
(Abelian vector) multiplets.
The scalar manifold of both such theories (upliftable to
d ¼ 5) is SUð1;1ÞUð1Þ  SOð2;6ÞSOð2ÞSOð6Þ (homogeneous symmetric
reducible special Ka¨hler, with rank 3). In both theories
the 8 vector field strengths and their duals, as well as their
asymptotical fluxes, sit in the (spinor/doublet)-vector (bi-
fundamental) repr. ð2; 8Þ of theU-duality group SUð1; 1Þ 
SOð2; 6Þ, which is symplectic, containing the antisymmet-
ric singlet 1a in the tensor product ð2; 8Þ  ð2; 8Þ, and thus
irreducible with respect to both SUð1; 1Þ  SOð2; 6Þ and
Spð16;RÞ.
Notice that, due to the isomorphism soð6; 2Þ 
 soð8Þ
(see e.g. [86]), the dual supersymmetric interpretation of
the scalar manifold SUð1;1ÞUð1Þ  SOð2;6ÞSOð2ÞSOð6Þ can be considered,
disregarding the axion-dilaton sector SUð1;1ÞUð1Þ , as a ‘‘sub-
duality’’ of the duality discussed in point (I).
By (local) supersymmetry, the number of fermion fields
is the same in the three theories, namely, there are 16
bosons and 16 fermions, but with different relevant spin/
field contents:
N ¼ 2“cubic”;
nV ¼ 7: ½1ð2Þ; 2ð32Þ; 1ð1Þ; 7½1ð1Þ; 2ð12Þ; 1Cð0Þ;
N ¼ 4; nm ¼ 2: ½1ð2Þ; 4ð32Þ; 6ð1Þ; 4ð12Þ; 1Cð0Þ; 2½1ð1Þ; 4ð12Þ; 3Cð0Þ:
(9.2)
From this it follows that one can switch between two such
theories by transforming 2 gravitinos in 2 gauginos, and
vice versa.
The correspondence among the various classes of non-
degenerate extremal BH attractors of two such theories
have been studied in [25,41,56,71], and it is given in
Table II.
As yielded by the comparison of Table 9 of [25] and
Table II, such a duality is pretty similar to the duality
between N ¼ 2 JH3 and N ¼ 6 considered at point (I),
also because the sign of the quartic U-invariant is un-
changed by the duality relation (this is also consistent
with the subduality relation mentioned above). In this
sense, it differs from the duality between N ¼ 2 mini-
TABLE I. N -dependent BPS-interpretations of the classes of nondegenerate orbits of the symmetric special Ka¨hler manifold
SUð1;3Þ
SUð3ÞUð1Þ .
Orbit N ¼ 2 minimally coupled, nV ¼ 3 N ¼ 3 , m ¼ 1
SUð1;3Þ
SUð3Þ O1=2-BPS, no mod. space, I2;N¼2 > 0 Onon-BPS; ZAB¼0, no mod. space, I2;N¼3 < 0
SUð1;3Þ
SUð1;2Þ Onon-BPS; Z¼0, mod:space ¼ SUð1;2ÞSUð2ÞUð1Þ , I2;N¼2 < 0 O1=3-BPS, mod:space ¼ SUð1;2ÞSUð2ÞUð1Þ , I2;N¼3 > 0
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mally coupled, nV ¼ 3 andN ¼ 3, m ¼ 1 considered at
point (II), because in both such theories the U-invariant is
quadratic, and its sign is flipped by the duality relation (see
Table I).
Points (I–III) present evidence against the conventional
wisdom that interacting bosonic field theories have a
unique supersymmetric extension. The sharing of the
same bosonic backgrounds with different supersymmetric
completions implies the dual interpretation with respect to
the supersymmetry-preserving properties of nondegenerate
extremal BH attractor solutions (see, respectively, Table 9
of [25], Table I and II).
X. CONCLUSION
In the present investigation we have considered the class
of N  2, d ¼ 4 ungauged supergravity theories which
do not have a counterpart in d ¼ 5 space-time dimensions.
For such theories, the extremal BH parameters (namely, the
ADM massMADM, the scalar charges 
a, and the effective
horizon radius RH) pertaining to nondegenerate attractor
flows have a simple formulation in the first order (fake
supergravity) formalism.
All such theories share the property that an effective
radial variable R can be defined such that the effective BH
(horizon) area A is simply given by the surface of a sphere
of radius RHðp; qÞ, where RHðp; qÞ is the moduli-
independent effective horizon radius of the extremal BH.
For N ¼ 2 this holds for supergravity minimally
coupled to Abelian vector multiplets, but it does not hold
for more general matter couplings, such as symmetric
spaces coming from degree three Jordan algebras [81]
(with cubic holomorphic prepotential). In this respect,
minimally coupledN ¼ 2 supergravity can be considered
as a multidilaton system in that it generalizes the Maxwell-
Einstein-axion-dilaton system, studied in Refs. [77,78]
(see also the recent treatment in [63]). Matter coupled
supergravity with N ¼ 3 shares similar properties. Both
such theories exhibit two class of nondegenerate attractors
(BPS and non-BPS), and a Bekenstein-Hawking classical
BH entropy quadratic in the electric and magnetic BH
charges. Furthermore, non-BPS (Z ¼ 0)N ¼ 2 attractors
and N ¼ 3 [both ( 13)-BPS and non-BPS (ZAB ¼ 0)] at-
tractors yield a related moduli space of solutions.
Pure N ¼ 4 and N ¼ 5 supergravities have also the
same formula yielding to define RHðp; qÞ, in spite of the
fact that the classical BH entropy is not quadratic, but
rather the square root of a quartic expression, in terms of
the BH charges. Such theories have only BPS attractors,
and forN ¼ 5 a residual moduli space of solutions exists,
as well.
It would be interesting to extend the notion of effective
radius and of fake supergravity formalism to other d ¼ 4
theories, such asN ¼ 2 not minimally coupled to Abelian
vector multiplets, matter coupled N ¼ 4, N ¼ 6, and
N ¼ 8. In these cases, different formulae should occur to
determine the BH parameters, such as ADM mass MADM
and scalar charges a, in terms of the geometry of the
underlying (asymptotical) scalar manifold.
Finally, one may wonder about a stringy realization of
the theories discussed in the present paper, and their ex-
tremal BH states. At the string tree level, the massless
spectrum of N ¼ 3 and N ¼ 5, d ¼ 4 supergravity
can be obtained via asymmetric orbifolds of Type II super-
strings [98–101], or by orientifolds [102]. Furthermore, it
should be remarked that in string theory the attractor
mechanism is essentially a nonperturbative phenomenon,
either because it fixes the dilaton, or because it involves
nonperturbative string states made out of D-brane bound
states [103].
It is worth pointing out once again that the present
analysis only covers nondegenerate extremal BH attrac-
tors, determining ‘‘large’’ BH horizon geometries with
nonvanishing classical effective BH (horizon) area in the
field theory limit. For degenerate extremal BHs, having
‘‘small’’ BH horizon geometries with vanishing classical
effective BH (horizon) area, a departure from the
Einsteinian approximation, including higher curvature
terms in the gravity sector, is at least required [104].
Such corrections in supersymmetric theories of gravity
have been considered in [11,105–107].
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APPENDIX: A COUNTEREXAMPLE:N ¼ 4
MATTER COUPLED SUPERGRAVITY
As an example of d ¼ 4 supergravity in which I4 is not
a perfect square of an expression quadratic in all the
relevant geometrical quantities (such as the skew-
eigenvalues of the central charge matrix and the matter
charges), let us consider theN ¼ 4, d ¼ 4matter coupled
theory [108,109].
The real scalar manifold is




SOð6Þ  SOðnÞ ;
dimR ¼ 6nþ 2: (A1)
The 6þ n vector field strengths and their duals, as well
as their asymptotical fluxes, sit in the bifundamental irrepr.
[2, ð6þ nÞ] of the U-duality group GN¼4 ¼ SUð1; 1Þ 
SOð6; nÞ.
ZAB ¼ Z½AB, A, B ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4 ¼N is the central
charge matrix. As in the pure supergravity treated in
Sec. VII [obtained by setting n ¼ 0 in Eq. (A1)], by means
of a suitable transformation of the R-symmetry Uð1Þ 
SOð6Þ 
Uð1Þ  SUð4Þ, ZAB can be skew-diagonalized by
putting it in the normal form (see e.g. [40] and references
therein):
ZAB ¼ Z1 Z2
 
; (A2)
where Z1, Z2 2 Rþ0 are the N ¼ 4 (moduli-dependent)
skew-eigenvalues, which can be ordered as Z1  Z2 with-
out any loss of generality (up to renamings; see e.g. [40]),
and can be formally expressed by the very same Eqs. (6.3),
(6.4), and (6.5), where I1 and I2 are still the two (moduli-
dependent) HN¼4; pure (and also HN¼4)-invariants.
In this case, similar to N ¼ 3 supergravity, also the
matter charges ZI (I ¼ 1; . . . ; n) enter the game, n 2 N
denoting the number of matter multiplets coupled to the
gravity multiplet. By a suitable rotation of SOðnÞ, the
vector ZI can be reduced in such a way that only one
(strictly positive) real and one complex matter charge are
nonvanishing [40]:
ZI ¼ ðZ1 ¼ 1; Z2 ¼ 2ei; ZI^ ¼ 0Þ; 1; 2 2 Rþ0 ;
 2 ½0; 2Þ; I^ ¼ 3; . . . ; n: (A3)
Thus, one can introduce the (moduli-dependent, unique)
SOðnÞ (and also HN¼4)-invariants
I3  ZI ZI ¼ 21 þ 22; (A4)
I4  ReðZIZIÞ ¼ 21 þ 22 cosð2Þ: (A5)
Now, there are only three (moduli-dependent)
SOð6; nÞ-invariants, reading as follows [91]:
I 1  I1  I3 ¼ Z21 þZ22  21  22; (A6)
I 2  14ABCDZABZCD  ZI ZI ¼ 2Z1Z2  21  22e2i;
(A7)
I 3  I2 ¼ 2Z1Z2  21  22e2i: (A8)
The quartic GN¼4-invariant I4 of N ¼ 4, d ¼ 4 super-
gravity is the following unique (moduli-independent)
GN¼4-invariant combination of I1, I2, and I3 [91]:
I4  I21  I2I3 ¼ I21  jI2j2
¼ ðZ21 Z22Þ2 þ ðZI ZIÞ2  2ðZ21 þZ22ÞZI ZI
þ 2Z1Z2ðZIZI þ ZI ZIÞ  jZIZIj2
¼ ðZ21 Z22Þ2 þ ð21 þ 22Þ2  2ðZ21 þZ22Þð21 þ 22Þ
þ 4Z1Z2½21 þ 22 cosð2Þ
 ½41 þ 41 þ 22122 cosð2Þ: (A9)
On the other hand, in terms of the BH charges ðq; pÞ, I4
reads as follows [recall Eq. (7.15)]:
I 4 ¼ 4½p2q2  ðp  qÞ2; (A10)
where p2  pp, q2  qq, with  ranging
1; . . . ; nþ 6, and the scalar product  is defined by  ¼
, the Lorentzian metric with signature ðn; 6Þ (see [63]
and references therein).
Looking at Eq. (A9), it is easy to realize that I4 is a
nontrivial perfect square of a function of degree 2 of Z1,
Z2, 1, 2, and  only in the pure supergravity theory
(obtained by setting n ¼ 0), i.e. only in the case 1 ¼
2 ¼ 0. In such a limit, Eq. (A9) consistently reduces to
Eq. (8.1).
As an example, we can work out the case n ¼ 1 (which
uplifts to pure N ¼ 4, d ¼ 5 supergravity). In this case,
only a (strictly positive) real matter charge Z1 ¼ 1 2 Rþ0
is present, and the quartic invariant I4 acquires the follow-
ing form:
I4 ¼ ðZ21 Z22Þ2  2ðZ21 þZ22ÞZ21 þ 4Z1Z2Z21
¼ ðZ1 Z2Þ2½ðZ1 þZ2Þ2  2Z21ðZ1 Z2Þ2









which is not a nontrivial perfect square of Z1, Z2, and 1.
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